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i\bstrnc.t 
A complex ~ iG said to be a rcfinoI1cnt of () complex i. if 
there exists n honeonorphisn '1-': Gct'K~ sct L such that for each 
face L. of ~, t -'1 (L) is a urd.0n of f~;cc s of 1:.. A faef':.' K of?C 
is said to be !)ri.r:cll'"Jl if 'f'O~) is a f~.1ce of cf.. 
So~c rcsult~ conccrnin~ j-polytopcs 3re shown not to extend 
to hiGher dimcr.~.:;:;'on!3. For d ~ Jr, there exj!3t simple d-pcl~'topes 
with d+8 facets ~hose boundary complex cannot be expressed as a 
refinement of the boundary com~lcx of ~ d-polytope with d+7 fRcets. 
For d ~L~, there exist simple il-p'Jlytores '::Ihose craphs do not con-
taiu refinements of tlle cOr.J.)lete Cr<:l)h on d+1 vertice::;, if threE: 
particular vertices ure preassi~ncd ae principal. A conjecture 
of GrunbaUlll is ansuc}'ed in the ne·.~Citive b~ constructing, for d~4t 
simple d-polyto~es P with d+~ lacets in which t~o particular vcr-
tices 1U3y notb.:; preassigned as pri:lci:"nl if the boundary cOL'lplex 
of P is expressed ~s a refineuent of the boundory complex of a 
d-simplexi for d ~ 0, non-sinplc d-pol:,'topes \'11 th d+3 facets lHwing; 
the same property arc constructed. 
The main ?ositive result is that the boundo:r'y complex of Cl 
d-pol~tope with ~+2 facets, (d+3 facets if d = 4,5), may be ex-
pressed as a refin€!:lent of the boundnr;y comphx of the d-simplex 
';li th at:;, hi') pre:::.:;:si[;ned vertices princip:l. 
Several c):--:jectu:i.~CS ~lre U3C:C, ,,::10:1:; them the follo,dnC genera-
liz8ticn of 3alin~~:i '8 theore::1 on t:,c c~-conncctedness of be :;raph 
of a d-polyto ;,:e. 
vertices of a d-pol:tope exist ~t~o~~ chains of di-faces, 
i = 1, .•• ,k, disj~i~t except for the chosen vertices. 
I· 
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Introduction 
The cOl:1binato:::-bl structure of 3-rolytol'€S is qt:ite 1;lell 
understood, th~nk~ to Stci~itzts theoren, which says th3t a graph 
is isomorphic to the ~rnph of a.3-pol~tope if and only if it is 
planar and 3-connected.. ;{ouever, for d ~ It, no comparable theorem 
exists; to chaructcrize the' bO~ll~~ry complexes of d-polytopes 
combinatoriall;; · .. ;ould seom to be a very difficult task. 
Even in four dimensions, we have no idea what the necessary 
and sufficie'nt concli tions analoco1..1s to "planar" and "3-connected" 
miGht be. In three dimen:::ions, the cOI:lbinatorial type of a poly-
tope is deterrained b~r its Grap:t. In hiGher dir.J.ensions, cOl:lbina-
torially distinct polytopes maJ have isomorphic graphs, and indeed, 
a pol~rtope and a trianGulation of the sphere not combinatorially 
isomorphic to a polytope may have isomorphic ~rnphs (Altshuler and 
Steinberg (1973)). Nore than just the graph must be considered. 
In order to find necessary conditions for d-polytopes, d ~ L~, 
we naturally seek to generalize pro~erties of 3-polytopes. Let P be 
a 3-polytope, and x1 and x2 vertices of P. By the 3-connectedness 
of p. there exist three paths r1 , r2 and r3 in the graph G(P) 
of P from x1 to x2 ' pairwise disjoint except for their endpoints. 
vIe may assume that these paths arc arcs. At· least two of these 
arcs are not single edges, so we have vertices,say x3 E ~\rX1,x2}' 
x4E !;\fx1,x2J, Since the e;roph of F is 3-connectp.d, there exists 
The arc r .... I.,. con wrnns 
a subarc r s mee tint; r1 in a sinGle vertex x5 and r 2 u r; in 
a single vertex Xrt \'lhere possibly 
o 
pose that . x6 E r2 • Then the se t 
Xs = x3 or 
r = r1 u r2 u r5 is a homeomorphic 
image of the complete crnph on four vertices K4, The edGes of K4 
'correspond to arcs in r which are unions of edges of G(P). The 
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vertices cOrr"CSlionclin:.; to vertices of KIt- under 
the homeomorrhi:~;1 are co lled prine iPd vertices. He hovc just 
shown that in the craph of .1 3-polJ'tope, "".'e may find a refinement 
of K'I- in '"rhich dny h/o preassiCllCd vertices are principal. Gal--
livan (197 l l-) has shoi'm that if three vertices are preassiGlled, a 
refincmen t of K4 cun be found in GCr) for \"/hieh these three ver-
tices are principal. In Chapter 5, we sho~ that this result fails 
to generalize by fit~J.inG d-polytopes, d ~Lf-, for ".,hich at most h/o 
vertices may be pl'ca:::sicned in 0. rcfinOI.lent or the complete graph 
K on d+1 vertices. d+1 
We may attenpt to Generalize the 3-dimensional result in 
another way. It nay be sho"lm t:1.Jt :::;iven a refinement of K/+ in G(P), 
there exists a homeoBor1)hisE1 'f! bd P -) bd T3 from the boundary 
" 3 
of P to the boundary of the 3-sinplex T such that the refinement 
of K4 corresponus to ~ -1 (G(T3». The map f has the property 
that for any face F of T3 , ~-1(F) is a union of faces of P. 
This is the defining property of a refinement map. Gallivan's 
result states that three principal vertices may be preassigned 
if the boundary cou?lex ~(P) of P is expressed as a refinement 
of ~(T3). Grlinbaum (1965; 1967, p. 200). has shown that for a 
d-polytope P, ~(P) is a refinement of ~(Td) and that one vertex 
may be preassigned as principal. In view of the counterexample 
above, at most t"IO vertices ;n.ny be prenssiGned for d ~ '+. It is 
ten~ting to conjecture that two vertices nay always be preassiGned 
as principnl, as -ti:is is a COTmon [,"eneral i:.:;a tion of Grunbaum's 
result and Bolins~i's thecren on the d-connectedness of d-polytopes. 
• C1.. .j..r , • , , 1 L .f.' However, In Ila,~er 0, we UEscr10C Q-PO y\opes ior 
which not even two vc~tices Q~y be prc~ssicncd as principal. 
The first of t:1e~~ co~nterex~2ples was discovered in an attempt 
('I 
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to prove the conjcc-:-urc usin~; tile tl'c~:nJ'l'JG -of f~lCCt spli tUn:-;, 
\-;hich \"Ie no\"! clc:::cribc briefly. Given.:: 3-conncctcd pl::mar t;ruph 
G embedded in t!lC lJlc1l1C, He r:J.::!~r dl'n~'l an ~rc :lcro;::s one of the 
craph G'. It is cleor th~t G' is ~lunQr, und not hard to show 
that G' is 3-C0nnectecl. 'l'jlOrciol'c G 2nd G' arc isomor)hic to 
graphs of 3-pol~·to~"cs P and P' l'Csi.-;cctively. ';;e S3Y P' is construc-
ted fran P by f~cct splittin~. The invc~se operation is called 
deleting ~n ed~e of P'. The annlo~ous op~rDtion in hisher diuen-
sions is deletin[; n (d-2)-facc. It mOlY be ShO\ill that every 3-con-
nectcd planar cruph except K4 cont3ins en ed~e which may be deleted 
to yield a 3-connected planar Graph. 
Thus, every 3-pol~·tope may be constructed from a simplex 
by a sequence of facet splittin~s. 
In hieher dimensions, Barnette (1975) has remarked that the 
cyclic d-polytope vith d+2 vGrtice~ may not be constructed by 
/_ facet splittinG. l:le might hope t:1~t siDple polytopes, at least, 
might be constructed by facet splitt£ng, but in Chapter 7 we con-
struct a simple d-polytope which may not be so constructed. 
We conclude ~hat if these ~roperties of 3-polytopes are to 
extend to higher-dimensional polJ'topes, a nore subtle ,':':,erali-
zation is required. 
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In this cha~tcr ve eiva sonG elementary alGebraic and topo-
logidDl definitions and outlino briefly the terminoiocy of convex 
polytopes in two ond three dimensions. GrUnbuum's Convex Polytopes 
(1967) is our main Ceneral rcfe:.:e nce Gnd ~rovides a comprehensi va 
introduction. Ec:!ullen and Shcph:wd (1971) also develop the the-
ory from first principles, souctimes frou a Gcometricrather than 
an algebraic point of view. Proofs of uost of the assertions we 
make in this chnptcr n.::y be found in eithcr of these books. 
1. Basic definitions 
Throughout ',:8 sl1nll be dcalin~: \',i th d.-dimensional real Eucli-
dean space Ed, "There d is 0. non-ne:;::ltivc inte-:,;er. The reals ",e 
denotE: by IR, the positive inte.:Cl's b~r ~. The sCular nroduct of 
. 
d d 
x € E \'/i th coorclinates' ("'1' ••• , c:(d) enl: y E E \·Ii th coordinates 
(~1' ••• , !?ad) is defined to be 
(x,Y) = 0<.1 131 + ••• + o(d 13d o 
1 1 ' f X £; Ed is d f' d t b The line.:lr hul or ~ne.:lr sp::m 0 e lne 0 e 
n 
lin X = {L A.X. I nE IN, x.E X, A.E IR J. 
. 1 1 1 1 1 1= ., d 
Sets of this form arc the st:bs;?ac€s of 1.0.. A set X~ E is said to 
be in linearly :e~cral ~osition if every subset of k points of X, 
. 
k ~ d, spans a k-dir::lC!nsional subspace of i:;d. 
The affine IHlll or affine s:nm of X ~ Ed 
n 
aff X := (L A.x./ ~61N, ::.€ X, A.ER, 
. 111 1 1 1= 
These sets are the affine s~bSP~C0S or fl~ts of 
is defined to be 
n 
LA. = 1). 
. 1 1 
1= d 
the space E • 
Each flat Ii is D translate of a unique subspace L. The dimen-
~ clim 11 of 1I is defined to be the dir:1ension of L. For any set 
X ~ Ed, the dimension is d€fin~d to ':Je cliu X = dim aff X. Com-en-
tionally, dim ~ = -1. If X is a linear s~bspace or flat, X = aft X 
and our definitions nre consistent. ~e shall often refer to an 
"object of dir:1ensiol1 i,1t as a 11k-object", e .C., k-flat. 
/. 
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raid to be in ~f;inclv :'encrnl Dosition if k H t 
each s~bset of k+'1 points, l~~ d,:::pans a 1;-f1at ilffinely. 
T b f r-d h J.' '.. b t t f1 t via su spaces a .J ave u.'C ")1'l[p.n 1n common, u HO a s 
b d ' .. t I 'l'f 'I LC .,d ~l t 'th may e lSJoln. n tcnera , 1 1'1 -.c. are I a 5, e1 .er 
J.I" L = ¢ or 
dim II f'1 L = dim H + dir.l L ~ d. 
T.wo flats are said to be parallel if one lies in a translate of 
the other. 
to be 
The positive 
pas X = 
hull of X ~ Ed is defined to be 
n 
SL:r..x.) nEN, x,E X, )....ER, ~.~oJ. 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1= 
',-[e nO\i come to convexity. The conv'€x hull of X~ Ed is defined 
n n 
conv X = {LA.x./ n€lN, x.E X, ~.€IR, J\.~O, LAi = 11. 
i=1 1 1 1 1 1 i=1 } 
':Ie often denote the closed line seQJ.ent conv {x1,x2~' X1 'X2 € Ed, 
by [x1 , x;J, extenciinc the usual nota ti In for closed intervals in R • 
A set C~Zd is said to be convex if X1 ,X2 €C implies [x1 ,x2]S;;C. 
The convex hull of X is the unique minimal convex set containing X. 
It is inmediate'from the definition that the intersection of convex 
sets is convex, and so we may also define conv X as the intersection 
of all cnnvex sets containing X. 
The convex hull of a finite set of points is called a convex 
polytope. For brevity ve shall refer to can~ex polyto~es simply 
as polyt:)pes. The set of all d-polyLlpes in Ed \,lill be \.,rritten "Pd. 
A O·polytope is a sine;le point. A 1-polytope is a line see;ment. 
The 2-p:>lytopes are the convex ~)olJ' [;ons. Amone the 3-polytopes 
are the Platonic s~lids - the tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, icosa-
hedron and dodecahedron. 
The most elementary d-polytope is the d-simplex Td , defined 
to be the convex hull of an affinely independent set of d+1 points. 
The topoloSY ue shall U~::: j.s 
.... - '-
] + 1 f Ji'd 
·_i.:.1' • "opo ogy 0 "" as a 
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metric space inclucc~cl b~' the ,;~lcli<.lc:m Llctric 
'O( \'( >~ J x,y) = x-y, x-y • 
\;'i th respect to' this topoloCY, tile closure, interior and boundar~-' 
of X£:Ed are denoted by cl X, int X and bd X. For any E>O, 
d 
x € E , the (closed) d:-b311 vii ti"l rCldius E. anG. centre x is 
BE(x) = {YEo :;;dl f(x,:.')~€ h 
the co~respondin~ open d-ball is 
int BE(x) = {y € Ed I Hx,~,)"< E S 
and the correspondin~ (d-1)-s~~er~ is 
.. d 
S E ( X ) = {y E ~-.; I f ( x , ~,) = f 5 • 
A d-cell is any set hOlleomor)hic to a d-ball. ~e will often be 
careless and refer to a "set honeomor~hic to a (d-1)-spbere" 
simply as a (d-1 )-sp;llo:rc. The d-cell <And. (d-1 )-sphere, considered 
d d-1 
as t~polosical spaces, are denoted Band S • Note that the topo-
l0bical di~ension of, for inst~nce, a d-cell, need not be the 
same as the di~€nsion of its affine hull. 
If H £ Ed is a k-flat, the relative tOpolorl on H is that 
induced by the topoloCY on Sd, or, equivalently, that induced by 
the Euclidean metric. ~ith respect to this topology, the relative 
interior and re13 ti va boundary of X ~ Hare \/ri tten rel int X 
and relbd X. 
The importance of the rel3tive t~'poloey for the study of 
convex sets stems from the fact tr.at if C £ Ed is a k-dimensional 
compact convex set, 0 ~ k so; d, then C is a k-cell. This iL1;)lies 
that r~lint C t ¢. 
He will often be definins L'nctions ::If the foll Ql.·line sort. 
Let C ~ Ed be cOTIlyact, convex <lnd d·-dimensional and let a E int C. 
Let c: ~ 0 be sdficiently susll that BE.(a) ~ int C. Then each 
XE Sf(a) determines a ray emonatin3 fro~ a, containinc x and meet-
ine; bd C in a unique point f(x). T:1e f~.mction F: SE(a)~bd C is 
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an exm"lple of riJu~LII l'rojcctit)h '.!i til centre of projection D. In 
eenarnl, \~e m:1Y uefine n r::dbl llr,)jection f: X ~Y "lith centre 
such th3 t y 4:-: alid such tho t every ray R 
from y that neets ~ ~cetsY in a sinGle point, which we define to 
d be f(Rf'1:{L Ordin::lry ~rojectio:l into a (d-1) flat of E may be 
thought of as a rodiol projection vhose centre is a point at· in-
flnity. A radial projection is linear if ond only if X and Ylie 
in parallel (d-1)-flats of Ed. 
The radial projection f: ;:->E(a) ~ bd C is a homeomorphism 
between (d-1 )-sp;"el'cs. Toese 51':1C1'€5 b:JtlOd d-balls Bda-) and 
C re spccti vely. T~;€ homeomorphism f exten:; s to a home omorphism 
f: BE:ea) -7 C via tbe f)llo1:1in;:.: con~tructi')n - one vIe \·lill use 
many tir.J.es. Define f(x) = f,(X) i'or x E SE(a) and define 
f(a) = a. For eDcll point Z E: Be(a) \ fa1 t!1ere exist 
AE(O,1], x€S€(a) such that 
z = (1-A)a + Ax. 
9, 
FiC.1.1 
unique 
/. 
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Define 
fez) = (1- X)u + Af(x). 
Essentially \'/e clsi'inc f on the 'ootmllary ami ::It one interior point 
and extend linearly in c3ch ro~' '.:'l:1natin;.; from the centre. 
Let B1 and 13 2 be d-cells · .. ii.:l b~)undary 81 and S2 respectively 
and Sllppose f: 31 ~ S2 is a hOllloornorrhism. ' .. '0 can use the idea 
of tho Tevious parac;r3ph to extend f to a homeomorphism of B1 
to 132 • Since Bi is <l d·-cell t:1cre exi'st.s a homeomorphism 
e;.: B1 (O)-13. ~ ~ and a homeomorp!1ism 
gi = gils
1
(o)· Then is a homeonorphism of S1(0) 
onto itself. Eac;loint z E 131 C·) h::l.sa uniq,;e representation 
z = (1-A)C + A:{ = AX, Xc(O,1], X€S1(:'). 
Hence e extends to a :-lomeornorpl'lisr:l g: B1 (8''-;' B1 (0) if ",e define 
g(z) = Ag(X). 
Then is the desired homeonorphism of B1 onto B2 
extendinr:; f. 
2. Support and. sep3rGtion 
iie define a hyperpbne H in Ed to be a set of the form 
{x E. ::;dl <x,u;> = ~ l-
for. some u e ;::d\foJ ,O<E.IR. 
The vector u is a normal to II. Any non-zero multiple of u 
is also a nJrma1 'to II. In Ed the h~'perplane s are precisely the 
(d-1 )-flats, so in 7.,1 E2 and r.,3 the h:;perplanes are .... , ... 
lines and planes respectively. 
Each h;;perplane H bounds h,O closed half-spaces 
H+ = {XE sdl <x,u;>:>a} 
H- = {x E Ed I <x, u~~al 
and two open halls~ac~s 
int H+ = [X€Ed/<x,u»>al 
the points, 
The vector u i::3 nn outcr 11 ~)rmal to II and an inner normal 
+ to H • 
A hyperplane H is said to $~i:r ort Q set C if H ('\ cl C I. ¢ 
and C li.es in n+ or H-. If C i2 Glre3dy clo.sed, the first require-
ment becomGs simply H f'I C I. 0 anJ. Ii is said to support C in C f'I H. 
Among"all closed subsets of Ed, convex sets may be characterized 
as those sets C such that for every XE bd C, there exists a hyper-
plane supportinc C and cont~ininG ~. 
Closely related ~o support is separation. Two sets X and Y 
in Ed are said to be senarated ~y a hyperplnne H if X lies in one 
of the closed halfspaces bounded '0;;' II and Y lies in the other, 
and strictly ~Gn3reted if X lies in one ~f the o~en halfspaces and 
Y lies in the other. It r.lay be sho\":n that a closed convex set and 
a disjoint compact convex set·~~y be strictly separated. In par-
ticular, if C is com~act and convex and. x -I C, there is a closed 
halfspace containinG C but not Xj hence, C is the intersection 
of the closed halfsp~ces containin: C. Clearly C is also the in-
tersecti)n of the closed halfspaces bounded oy s~pporting hyper-
planes. 
3. Faces 
\"le can nOH define tile important notion of "face". F"::r General 
convex sets, "face" r.la;y have one of tHo ;.!canincs, but for polytopes 
the two meaninGs coincide and we need not concern ourselves with 
the difference. ':le use t1:e folloHin£; c.efinition. Tho faces of a 
polytope P S Ed are the se ts of t:"lC form H n P, \.,.11ere H is a 
hyperplane supportin;, r, toc;ether '.:i th 0 and P itself. The faces 
"0 and P are called the imnropcr facGs; all )ther faces are p~oper. 
Note that the definition does not require dim P = d. 
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Each face li' :)f .:1 ::)olytope is .:lcn in n po.IJ'tope. If 1-1 is D 
flat c~ntoinin~ ?, ~e may ap~l~ t~c definition of face in the flat 
. h til I'd t f· d t' t· t' '"' ~ F . 1 tl H rat cr ,an.:., 0 l.n ;1a'~' .le J.aCGS 01 arc preclse y 10 
faces of f' contained in F. '1'hi5 !.1cans that the facial structure 
of P is intrinsic to P and not dependent on the dioension of the 
space containinz P~ Another way of sa~inc this is that a face of 
a' face is aeain a f2ce. 
If F1 and F2 are facEs of P, t!1en F1 II F2 is a fnce of P. 
A face of dimension 0, 1 or d-1 of ad-polytope P is called 
a vertex, ~. or facet of P, rc 21!Ccti vely. The se t of vertices 
of P is denoted by vert P. It l:W,~' be ~ho'.-m tha t a polytope is 
the convex hull of its ve~ticz:. 
Recall that a d-siP.l~)lex Td is the convex hull of d+1 affinely 
independent points, say Doint x. is a 
- 1 
d 
vertex of T ,and furthermore for each y~ X, conv Y is a face 
of Td. Since Y is a120 affinely independent, each face of Td;ts 
/. a simplex. 
An important special class of d-polytopes is the class of 
simplicial d-polytopes, consisting of those d-polytopes all of 
whose facets are .simpl ices. ;;;qui valently, since every face of a 
simplex is aeain n simplex, all the prorcr faces are simplices. 
Since any set of d points spannine a (d-1)-flat must be affinely 
independent, another equivalent statement is that all the facets 
have exactly d vertices. 
The set ·of all f:'lces of P is denoted. by L (p); the set of all 
face s other than P is denoted by "B (p), the boundar~' complex of P. 
It is clear that P = Ue(p), and it mny be sho~n that 
relbd P = u'8(P). 
It may also be s;:o-.:n that for each xc P, there exists a 
unique face Fe L(P) such that ~:€ relint F. The face F has the 
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property that if x € bd 1', II supports P nnd x E II, then F~ H. 
Of course, if y.Erclint P, tllcn F = P. 
'ole define the k-skeleton of P to be 
skelkP = {1~E rep) I dioF 60 Id. 
Tllus the.O-skeleton consists of vert Pv [25J, and the 1-skeleton 
consists of the edGes and vertices of P (toGether with ~). ~e 
shall usually call the 1-skeleton the Eraph of P, denoted G(P). 
A graph G may be defined abstrtlctly, as a set ~, the set of 
vertices of G, tocether with a set 
't = [f v. ,v .ll v., v . E 1J, v. -I v. 2 
l. J l. J 1 J~ 
called the se-~ of ed~:es of G. Althoush an edee of a ~raph defined 
in this way is not the same as an edSe of a polytope, as an edge 
of a polyt)pe i3 t::e convex hull of its tuo vertices, tl:e difference 
is not essential and hence we vill not ma~e a distinction. 
',:e remarked above that a face of a face is a face. This fact 
'implies that the relation "is a fuca of" is transitive and hence 
t(P) is pGrtially ord.ered by this rel<:!tion. This\ partial ordering 
is the same as that induced on rep) by,set inclusion. Also, if 
F l' F2 € t(P). then F 1 () F 2 € tep) and is the unique lareest face 
of P contained in F1 and F2 • ','Ie 5:1<111 2ee in a moment that there 
is a unique smallest face containing; F1 and F2 • In other ",ords, 
with respect to the partial order ind~ced by inclusion, each pair 
of faces has a sreatest lover bound and a least upper bound. A 
partially ordered set ~li th -this pro=,erty is a cOf!l}llete lattice. 
The set tep) enuo'.!ed vlith this naturnl 12ttice structure is called 
the facial l3ttice of P. 
T\'/o pol:;to~~es P and Q are said to be combinatorially isonor-
phic or of the sane co~bina torinl t:.-pe if t (F) and t.( Q) are 
'isomorphic as lattices - that is, t~€re is a bijection 
such that for 
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if 4>(F1 ) ~q,(F2) ... :e \!rite P ~ Q. '.'.li,:_; relation is easily seen 
to be an e'quivalencc relntion [lnd hence ~'/e lin:! speak of the ~-
binatorial equivalGl1cGclass or cO;lbinatorial isomor;hism class 
of P. It is not hard to see that ,the combinatorial type of P is 
de terrnin,ed by the subse ts of vert P \·/hich. aI'e of the form vert F, 
where F is a facet of P. 
Combinatorial isomorphism i::: central to our enquiry, since 
our results will depend only upon properties of the facial lattice 
and not upon the nctric structure. 
A set r" F'} VO'···' d-1 of proper faces of p~"d such that 
F, is an i-face and 
1 
F e c7 0-"· -Ld_1 is called a tower of face~. 
Any set {G1 , ••• ,Gk ] of proper faces of P such that G1 S: ••• $-Gk 
may be extended to a to~er of fnces. 
Let x be a vertex of 
d ' 
Pc"?, and let H be a hyperplane strict-
ly separating x from the other vertices of P. Then H (\ P is a 
" (d-1)-polyt0pe which we call a vGrtex ~iGure of P at x and which 
we denote by pix. The k-faccs of H ('\ P are precisely the sets 
of the form F (I H vlhere F is a 0,::+1 )-face of P and x E F. Thus 
the facial lattice of pix is isomor;..hic to t:le sUblattice of 'rep) 
Nore generally, it may be sho'.m (EcHullen arid Shephard (1971)), 
that if F1 ,F2 are facGs of P, :?1~ F2 , then 
{F~t(?)1 F1~ F'!; F2 3 
is the facial lattice of a polytope, denoted F2/Fj • 
4. Duality 
If t, is a lattice, the dual b t tice 1..* is defined by reversing 
the partial order as fo1lo\'1s. Le t f:t ~ 1. * be a bij ection. The 
'partial order on i~ is defined by f(a) ~ f(b' if and only.if 
b ~ a.. Observe that .t and L.. •• U!'(; JS:)f.1orp:-ic lattices~ 
Polytopes P nnd Q are said to 08 dunl if their facial lattices 
are dnal. It is immec1i:ltc that the :)ol~;topes dual to P form a 
cmlbinatorinl equivalence clQss. For cxnnple, the cube and regular 
octahedron are dual, as are the icos3hedron and dodecahedron. 
The tetrahedron is dual to itself; a polYGon with n sides is also 
dual to. itself. 
Every polytope has a dual. To construct a polytope dual to 
d P t:1' ,assunc 0 € int P. Then the palnr set P* of P is defined 
to be 
P* = {xe..Sdl <x,y> " 1, ~'c.P5. 
It may be shown that P* is dual to P. 
The face of p. correspondinG to the proper face F of P under 
duality is the f3ce 
F = f:,:: € p ... , <x, y> = 1, Y €. F 1. 
For the improper fGces P and t, P = ~ and ..... ~ = P*. It may be 
"-
shoun that the faces of p. are precisely the sets F and that 
A A 
F 1 C; F 2 if and only if F 2 so; F l' ':Ihich of course is exactly \'V'ha t 
the definition of duality requires. 
Under duality, a k-face corresponds to a (d-k-1)-face. In 
particular, a vertex of P corresponds to F facet of p. and vice 
versa. 
Corresponding to the verte:~ y 1 E P is the facet of p. 
Y1 = (X€p*1 <x'.Y1) = 1}. 
It follo~"s easil~' froI!l the definitions of duality and of vertex 
figure that Y1 is a (d-1)-polytope dual to P/Y1. In general, 
" for any proper face F of P, P/F~ F*. 
Therefore in the special case \·,here P is simpl icial, p. \'V'ill 
be a polytope whose vertex ficures are simplices. Such a polytope 
is called a ~iill;le polytope. At each vertex x of p., the ver.tex 
figure is a (d-1)-simplex with d f~cets. TIlere is a bijection 
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behreen fncets of the vertex ficul'G arIel. ~'(Icqts of P'" meetinG x, 
so pr~cisely d facets of p~ cont~in x. Another definition of simple 
d-polytope is the requirement that each vertex lie in exactly d 
facets or, e'lu1v::>.lently, for k =0, .... cl-1, that each \\.-face 
lie in exactly d-k facets. Thi.;.; statement is merely the dual 
of the definition of a sinplicinl d~polytope P as a polytope in 
V/hich each k-face other than P itself contains exactly k+1 ver-
tices. It is clear that every f3ce ol a simple polytope is simple. 
A simple vertex of a d-poi~,tope is defined to ,be a vertex 
contained in exactly d facets. 
We defined a polytope as the convex hull of a finite set of 
paints and found that a polytope was in fact the convex hull of 
a particular minimal set of points, nomel:' its vertices. From the 
polar construction we may deduce that if vert P = {Y1' ••• 'Yn]' 
then 
p'" = {X€Bdl<x'Yi>~1, i = 1, ••• ,nJ. 
/' So, the expression of P as the bonvex hUll of n vertices lends 
to an expression of P'" as an i~tersection of n closed halfspaces. 
The boundinG h;;perplanes have equation 
(x,y.) ='1, i = 1, ••• ,n. 
l 
But the facet 9i of P* lies in, and in fact spans, the hyperplane 
with equation <x,y.> = 1. 
l 
Since P = CP*)·, any pol~tope may be regarded as a polar 
set, so \'Ie may choose to reGard P as the convex hull of a finite 
set of points, its vertices, or DS the intersection of a finite 
set of closed halfspac€s, deter~ined by the facets of P. An expres-
sian of a non-eJ:l!'t~' face' F of P as the convex hull of the vertices 
1\ 
contained in F corres:onds under duality to an expression of F 
as the intersecti::m of facets co~:t3ininc; ~. JIence ina siven .poly-
'tope, we may reGard the faces as convex hulls of vertices or as 
-20~ 
intersections of f3cCtS. 
We will often filld it more convenient or more intuitive to 
prove certain results by conHidcrinc the dual of a polytope rather 
than the polyto~e itself. 
5. SchIeBel dia:rams 
A Schlegel di3::.;ram of p€.rpd is a method of representing 
d·-1 P in E ,d.efined as follo1;/s. Let· F1 , ••• , Fn be the facets of 
~ Then P maj be represented as 
P = H1 f"'I ••• f'l Hn -
where H-:- is a closed halfspace containins '" in its boundary. 
1 'i 
Let 
Let S = F2 v ••• v!i'n' Ro.dinl y>rojection f:S -7F, "lith centre 
Schlegel diagram 
r'ig. 1.2 
Xc' is a homeomorphism of S onto F1 , 'rhe set 
{f(F) I Ff."BCf)\ 1i' 1 
"'1 
is a Schler.el 
" 
dia~ran of P, based on F1 , (See Fig. 1,2.) The sets 
f(F2 ), ••• ,f(Fn ) are (d-1)-polytopes packed toeether to form f(F1 ), 
\'le will be· using SC!ller:;el diaf.~rat1s as "pictures" of 3- and 4-dimen-
'sional polytopes; that is, as visual aids rather than theoretical 
tools, 
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6. Transfornotions 
Here we discuss some tr~nsformntions on Ed which preserve 
the com;)inatori:"1l type of polyt,)pes in"Pd. 1,le vfill reGard XE Ed 
as a ~ow vector - that is, a 1xd matrix. 
1 . oJ. ~ t . ~ "d 'Qd b . tt A lnear "ranSlormn "lOn r:!J ~.:.. may e \'lrl" en 
fex) = xA 
where A is a dxd matrix. If A is a non-sinGular matrix, f is a 
non-sinr;ular linear transformation. In this case, if d PE.1' and 
H supports P in"F, it is clear that feR) is a hyperplane sup-
porting fep) in f(F). Hence P ::::::fep). If X,YSEd , and there 
exists a non-sin:;ul8.r linear trarlsformation f such that Y = feX), 
X and Yare said to be linearly c~uivalent. 
Similarly, an affine transfornation 
!(x) = xl-. + b, 
~ ..,d --"'- -nd 
l:l!.t ~l!. may be "'/ri tten 
, 
"'/here A is a dxd oa trix and b E ~Q. If b = 0, f is linear. T'ne 
transformation is non-sin:ular if A is non-sinBular. Affine equi-
valence of sets of ~d is defined in analoGY to linear equivalence 
and again it is clear that nffinely equivalent rolytopes are com-
binatorially equivalent. 
d A projective transforoation f of E ;s defined by 
f(x) = xA + b 
<x,c:> +S 
\.,here A is a d~d r.lO.trix, b,cE L;d and 6eR such that 
(c,s) I (0,0). 
If c = 0, f is affine. Otherwise, f is not defined for the 
hyperplane 
H = [x~ ::;d/<x,C) + ~ = oj, 
and the domain of f is Ed \ II. '.le say thn tHis the hyperplane 
sent to infini ty by f. If X £ ;:;d, f is sa icl to be permissible for 
X if II (1 X = t. If the (dT1h(d+1) Dotrix (: ~T) (where qT 
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denotes the tr:1n~~'osc of c) is non-si!ILul:ll', f is non-sinr;ular. 
. . f-1 . t d' 1 .. t' t ft· In th~s case,· eX1S s an J.S <:l ~.;o a ~TOJCC lve rnns arm;) lon. 
TV10 subsc ts a~e said to be projectively equivalent if 
there exists a non-singular proj Gcti ve transforma tion f permiss.ible 
for X such that feX) = Y. 
Using the !:lodel of projective d-space in· which points of the 
. t· d t 1 . . r;od+1 t·· tl .. proJec .lve space correspon 0 lneG 111 ~ con alnlng 1e orlgln, 
it may be sho\"/D that a non-sinGular· !)rojective transformation f 
maps k-flats onto l:-flats. Hence, if P€"P d , H is a hyperplane 
supporting P in F and f is a non-sineular projective transformation 
of Ed permissible for P, then fell) supports f(P) in f(F) and so 
p ~ fep). 
Linear and affine transform~tions pre~erve parallelismj pro-
jective transforr.wtions do not. For instance, let H1 ,H2 ~Ed be 
hyperplanes. If HiA H2 = 0, Hi and H2 are parallel; if 
Hi () H2 I. ~, H1A H2 is a (d-2 )-fla t. In the latter case, Ie t H 
be a hyperplane con ta inine; Hi n I!2 but not H1 or H2• Then if 
g is a non-singular projective transformation taking H to infinity, 
g(H1 ) and g(H2) are parallel hyperplanes. 
7. Gale dia Gra!lls 
Let X be an ordered set of n points spanning Ed affinely. 
\'le 't/ri te X as an n-tur>le (xi' • • • ,xn ) • A Gale transform of X is 
an n-tuple X = (x1 ' ••• ,xn ) of points of En- d- 1 which is defined 
in such a way that certain properties of X correspond to certain 
other properties of X. In particular, if X is the set of vertices 
of Pe: "P d, the cOr.J.binatorial t:'pe of P may be determined from X. 
If P has a small number of vertices, the Gale transform lies in 
a low-dimensional sp3ce, and hence it may be very much easi~r to 
describe P indirectly throu(;h a Gale transform rather than directly. 
We fir~t define the Gale ·tron~rorm, or nffinc tr8nsform, 
of X. An <Iffine dependence of X i:3 un n-tu~\lc 
such tha t 
+ ••• +o<.x =0, 
n n 
••• + ~ = o. 
n 
The affine dependences of X forr.l n lineor si;bspoce A of En. Since . 
ff X .,.,d a = J!, , dim.\ = n-d-1. 
Let 
{co(.· , ..• ,o( ) I i = 1, ••• , n-J.-1 S 
11 In 
be a linear basis for A and define for j = 1, ••• ,n, 
- \ 
X. = (C<"'I··~'···'<X( '1).;1 J J \n-u- J 
Then the Gale tr3nsi'0rn (or nffir!,.€ transforrl) of X is defined to 
bE the ordered set 
x = (x1 , ••• , xn ). 
Since the rank of the matrix c~ .. ) is n-d-1, lin i = En- d- 1 • 
. lJ 
To summarize "/hat V/€ have done, let B be the nxn matrix 
1 
• 
1 
The matrix B is non-singular and has the property that each of 
the first d+1 columns is orthogonal to each of the last n-d-1 
columns. For any r.wtrix vii th the above form and these tV-10 proper-
ties, X and X stand in the relation of set and Gale transform. 
From the mutrh: formu1atioll folIo'.; L11ncd.i&tel~1 some proper-
ties of the transfor~. Firstly, the centroid of X - the point 
1(- - ) 
- x1 + ••• + x - is necessaril~ O. If the cent~oid of X is 0, n n 
the relations bet'Jeen X and X <:ll~e symnetricnl and hence X is a 
Gale transform of X. In any case, A is a transform of any subset 
d n-d-1 
of E affinely equivalent to X, and any subset of E linearly 
equivalent to X is a t.ransform of X. 
We now eive without proof Jro cr~ics of the transform rele-
vnnt to polytopes. ii point x. e :~ lies in conv(X \ {x.1 ) if alJd 
1 ' l. 
only if there e):ists an open htllfspoce in ,.,n-d-1 ~ with 0 on its 
boundary and contninins exactly one Doint of X, thE point x .• 
1 
Since X = vert P for p~~d if and only if no point of X is 
in the convex hull of' the rem.nini:1G points, Q necessary and suf·· 
flcient condition ror X. vert P is that every open halfspace 
wi th 0 on its bOlJndnr;; contain ::t least hlO points of X. '.!e call 
this the diac~~n c~nJition (fo~ polyta)~s). 
For us the most inportant property of transforms is the f01-
lm/ang, characterizinG the faces of Q riol;;tope P€"'P d such that 
x = vert P in tern:' of the tran:::for;:l X. For Y so X, \,Tri te 
A coface of P is a subset of its vertices of the form 
"'There FE "B(F). 'Ti1en Y is a coface of P if ar!.d only if 
/' 0 e relint cony Y. 
This characterization ennblcs us to d.etermine the combina-
torial type of P from a transform of vert P. 
- {- - J "n-d-1 If X = xi' ••• ,x ~.:.. is a transforra of vert P, and 
. n 
{- - 1 n-d-1 x' = x';, ••• ,x~ ~2 has the ;:';!,,:'perty that for all 
{i1 , •••• i k!C [1, ••• ,n1, 
o € relint conv{x! •••• , x! ~ , 
l.1 lk 
if and only if 
06 relint conv{x .•••• ,x.) , 
11 11: 
-then X' is said to be isomorphic to X. Any set isomorphic to X 
is called a Gale dincrari of P. Any pair of Gale diacrans isomor-
phic to the sane trunsform are t~cns€lves isocorphic. 
It is immediate fron these definitions that ~iven h!o polytopes 
and a Gale diagram for each, t:1C :)ol::'to:~€S are of the same COIrl-
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binatorial type.if and only if their Gale diacrams are isomorphic. 
If Xl = {x1' ... , x~! is n Gale dincrnr.1, it is easily seen 
that if O<1' •.•• 'O<nelR' 0(1, ••• ,O<n> 0, then XII = [O<1x1' •• '''bX~} 
is isomorphic to ': , .. . 
The scalars 0<.. m3~f be chosen so tho t all non-zero points of 
1 
X" lie at distance 1 from O. In other \"Iords, '.-10 may choose XII 
to consist of a possibly empty set of points at 0 and a subset 
of the unit sphere S1(0). A set derived from a Gale transform in 
this way is called a standard Gale diaGram, usually denoted Y. 
Some polytopes and their Gale diaGrams appear in Fi~. 1.3. All 
of these diaGrams except tha t of the triclDcular bipYl'o.mid have 
centroid 0 and therefore are in fact affine transforms. 
A Gale diacram ~, need l~ot rl<Jve centroid 0, but since XI 
is isomorphic to a transforn, ° E relint conv Xl. It is not hard 
to see that suitable choice of ~1' ••• '« makes the centroid of 
. n 
X" 0, and hence XII is a transform. 
Conventionally, 2-dimensionul Gale diagrans, representing 
d-polytopes with d+3 vertices are drawn as in Fig. 1.3. If we do 
not label the points of the diaGram, we indicate the number of 
points coincident with each end of a diam~ter or with 0, if that 
number - the multinlicit:, - is Greater than 1. 
A d-simplex has d+1 ver"ticl2s and hence its Gale diaeram lies 
in EO and nust therefore consist of d+1 points coincident with O. 
Let Y be the coface of a face F of ~). The dimension of F may 
be de termined from X (ei thor diaGram or transform" by the follmdng 
formula: 
dim F = d + dim Y - card Y, 
where card Y denotes the number of elenents in Y. In particular, 
F is a facet if and only if . 
dim Y = card Y - 1, 
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Fig. 1.3 
which is true if a~d only if Y is the set of verticES of a non-
degenOerate simplex \lith ° in its relc:.tive interior. 
The simplicial faces of P Elay be c!13racterized using the above 
formula, al thouC;1 '.'Ie omit the proof. The face F is simplicial if 
n-d-1 
and only if for every hJperplane in E through 0, 
.04:relint cony (Y('\H). 
Su~pose X fails to ~atisfy the diDG~am condition for poly-
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topes. 'l'hcn conv:( \Ji11 ba Q poly tapa in "Pel, but some points of 
X will not be vertices of P. ~e may elicinDtc these redundant 
points from the diD~rDm by the foilo~inG procedure. Suppose 
X, € conv(X \[x.1 ). 'l'hen as \·;e ;:i.lve· seen there is an open halfspace 
1· . . 
n-d-1 ·th 0 't b t' '( th A' 1 . t of E \'11 on 1 S ound:J.ry mGe lnG. in e ~lng e pOln x •• 
1 
Let H be a hyperplane orthogonal to lin x. Dnd let TT:aff X ~ II 
1 
be orthogonal projection onto H. 'l'hen rr(X \ (~il) is a Gale diagram 
in II, but not necessarily a transform. Repetition of this procedure 
eventually eliminates all redundant points and yields a diagram 
of P. 
If X is the Gale diagram of P€1'd, a diagram of the vertex 
figure. pix. is ccnstructed b~1 removin.:; x. from X and eliminating 
1 1 
redundant points as deEcribed in the previous paragraph. Redundant 
points correspond to the vertice~ of P not joined by an edge to 
x .• 
1 
The combinatorial type of a pol:!tope p. dual to P may also 
/. be determined from the Gale dia3ram. Under duality, to each vertex 
x. of P corresponds a facet F, of P~ and to the set of all vertices 
1 1 
contained in a given fGce F of P corresponds the set of all facets 
" o~ P* containin~ the face F which corresponds to F. Hence if 
then 
F = (){Fil iE 1J. 
For each ~£ ~(P*) we define the co~nlc~e set of facets associated 
with ~ to be fFil ~~Fil. (It Day hcq:pen that F is the intersec-
tion of some proper subset of the cor;lplcte set, but l;le will not 
concern ourselves vith ~uch partIal sets.) 
Correspondinz to X, let X* be tje ordered·set (F1, ••• ,Fn) 
and let -~r -~t.. -
1 
F .• Ve will call 1* a dual 
1 -
Gale diacram for P~. A coface of a face F of P will be, in the 
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F2, 
F.2.. 
XI Xl. F, Ii 
f;~ 
Dual Gale diacram 
FiC. 1.4 
,.. 
dual context, the set of facet!:; of f*not contninine F. A rcdctndaHt 
o ~ facet for ~ is a facet meetin~ ~ in a fDce \:ilich is not a fuce t 
A 
of F. 
The characterization of the faces of P" in terms of the dunl 
Gale diagram is ti13t Y is the col':.ce of a f,ce of P if and only 
if 0 e reI in t conv Y. See 7ig. 1.';,. for an. ill ustj'o tion. 
Under duality, the vertex fiGure t' /::. 
~ 
corresponds to the 
facet F i. The c·:mstruction of n clu;:11 diacron for F i is particular-
ly easy from the dual diagram of ~, * " . Simply remove the 00int F. 
- 1 
from X*, and eliMinate redundant p.;ints fro~ 
ting set will be a dual dia~ra~ of F .• 
~ 
i*\{FJ • The resul-
1 
For dual diacrans, we have the f~llovenc formula: 
" dim F = card Y - din Y - 1, 
where Y is the coface of a face ~. 
Dual diaeraus nake it e~sy to construct polytopes whic~ have 
a face of a certaiti cOl:lbinatorinl t: .. 'pe. For, if 
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X'" is D. dunl dio:.:rm:l of D. d-polytope P* 
- . n-d-1 FEE yields 
n+1 with n fac~tst thenodding another point 
the set Z* = (Pi' ..• ' Fn+i ), Hhich clearly satisfies the diagram 
condition and is therefore the dual diGcrom of a (d+1)-polytope 
Q* with n+1 facets. By the previous paragraph, P* is a facet of 
Q*. If we add knew ?oints ~o i·, the result will be a dual Gale 
diaGram of a (d+k)-polytope with n+k facets containing P* as a 
d-face. 
A full treatment of dual diar;rnns appears in HcHullen (1973). 
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In this Ch:ll)ter He descrille severnl mcti10ds of constructinG 
d-polytopcs. SClmeof these IUE:t}10JS use louer-dimensional ;)ol~;topes 
as buildint;-bl:)c]c::J; others - SLiGh [!s tIle "beneath-beyond" construc-
tion - are essentially d-dimensional. 
1. Cyclic poly tore 
This is a ::lO~t important example which "Ie shall frequently 
be seeing. 
The mo~ent· curve H in ~d is defined parametrically by 
2 d f(t) = (t,t , .•• ,t ), tE./R. 
The cyclic !'OI:ltOjl€ eCn,d) is the convex hull of n distinct points 
of H. The fact that no hyperplane meets M in more than d points 
implies that C(n,d) is sinplicial. 
Supposine the vertices of C(n,d) to be 
the facets are detcrnined by Gale'~ evenness condition: the sets 
Z = {f(t. ), ••• ,ret. )5 
11 1d 
which determine facets of Pare pl'€cisely those sets of d points 
such that if f(t k ),f(tk )¢.Z , k1 <k2 , then there are an even 
·'1 2 
number of f i 1 , •• • ,i d J bet"lecn k1 and k2 • This criterion impl ies 
that every point of ~ is in sone fncet and so vert C(n,d) = X. 
Furthermore, the convex hull of any n distinct points of M will 
be a polytope of ti:e same c:1mbin:-_ torial ty?C as Cen, d'!. 
d Of course, C(d+1 ,d) ~ T • 
If j = 02<1), k = C;Hd+1)J, (-'jhere (n) denotes the greatest 
integer less t;1an or equal to 3), and Tk, Tj ~ Ed are sir:1r:,lices 
such that . rl r'I Tj is a sin:;le l)oint in the relative interior of 
( k -i both, then C(tl+2, d) ~ conv T V TV ) • 
If d is even, C(n,d~ has more s~mcctry than the construction 
suggests. The indices {1, .•• ,n} may be inagined to l::,bel the 
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metrJ' of the n-[;-)11 defines: :.l li,;;j.':·1Ut::.!tio:l oJ: tile vertices of C(n,d) 
\1111c1l induces u c'J8binutoric:l iSo;.1 IJrp:li:':;T:l of C(n,d) \'1ith itself. 
For n~d+3, t:U;~E are the onl,~' c0'lhln~,torbl s:J'nu:ictries of C(n,d). 
If d is odd, C(n,d.) ma~r be cor~stl'l:ctcd from C(n-i,d-i). As-
sums C(n-1,d~1) lies in a h:n)el'~"l.:lne at and nre strict-
ly separated by II sue>, tllat a vertex y of C(n-i,d-1) lies in 
reI in t [xi' x2] • 'l'hen 
C(n,d) ~ conv(C(n-"'~d-i) V [::1'::21). 
Transposing xi and x2 yields a ~:n~etrJ of C(n,d). There is a 
symmetry of Cen,c!) fixinG xi u!1d ):2. T:,ese t';iO sYlilr:l.etries {jsnernte 
the symme try Group of C(n, d), \/::ich i3 of order L~. 
,In inte:ce;3tinc; property of t:.e c:iclic polytope is that every 
set of [~dJ vertices determines a fLce. A polytope such that every 
set of k vertic8:::; determines a i'c!ce is said. to be k-neir;hbollrl;y'. 
If may be sho'/:11 thu t a polyto)e ,{ ich is not a simplex is a t most 
[»d]-neighbaurly. Hence cyclic polytopes attain maximal neighbour-
1ine55. Any SUC;l tizdJ-neighbourly polyto~e is called neishpourly. 
In even dimensions, neishbourl; polytores are necessarily simpli-
cial - not so in odd Gimensions. Clearly ~very polytope is i-neich-
bourly. The first non-trivial case is d = 4, v/here the eyel ie 
polyto;,Jes have the property that every pair of v(;rtices deterr.lines 
an edge. Their duals are sim;:le polytoI;es for uhich each pair of 
facets meets. The c~clic polytopes are b: no'means the only nei~h-
bourly polytopes - Eee Altshuler and Steinberg (1973) and (1976) -
but they form the only so far reCOGnizable family. 
We now describe methods of constructins new polytopes from old. 
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2. Pyrnmiu. 
Let 'p~Em be ad-polytope, u.<.m, und let m x € E , x <t aff P. 
The pyramid ,"i t'h base P and ~ x is dcfincct to be 
Q = conv(Pu [xJ). 
We also ,say that Q is a pyramid over P. TIle fuces of Q are the 
fac.es of P, tocether \'ri th f;lces of the form conv(F v [xJ) \1here 
F is a,face of P. The pyranid ha::; dimension d+1 and has one more 
vertex and one Dore facet than P. The dual to Q is a pyramid over 
the dual of P. 
It may be that the base of ~ is itself a pyramid with buse 
R, say. Then Q is said to be a 2-fold pyramid over R. In Ceneral 
a k-fold d-E~ramid i~ obtnined by applyins the pyramid construc-
tion k times over u (d-k)-polytope. A d-simplex is ad-fold pyra-
mid over a point. 
In the Gale diaGrnm of a p~~ruElid Q ui th upcx x 1 , the remuinins 
vertices determine n f3ce t. Hence C E reI int conv (xi! = [x11. 
Thus a polytope is a pyramid with apex x1 if and only if in the 
Gale diagram Xi is coincident \'1i t:: O. In particular ad-simplex 
is a pyramid with res:ect to any vertex, reflecting the fact that 
the Gale diar;ra:.'l consists of d+1 points coincident \1i th O. 
3. Cartesian croduet 
For i = 1,2, let P. £ zIDi 
l. be a di-polytope. The Cartesian 
product of P1 and P2 is defined as 
P1XP 2 = {(x1 ,x2 ) I Xi€: P1 ,x2 eP2 J· 
Let Q = P 1XP 2. It ma,~' be sho·.m thu t :~ is a polytope. The k-faces 
of Q are precisel~r ~, if k = -1, and the sets of the form F1XF2 , 
where F. is a k.-face of P., i = 1,2, and k1+k2 = k. In particular 
111
dim Q = d1+d2 ; a vertex of Q is 3 product of a vertex froe each 
factor; and a facet of Q is a proauct of one factor by a facet 
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of the other. 
The product of t, . .,o polytol'(;:::: is siJar1c if. und onl~,. if both 
factors are simple. 
In the special case where one of the factors, say P2' is a 
line segment, Q . . . lS ~ pr1mTI P 2 = [0, 1J, the sets 
P 1 X {oJ. and, P 1 X {1} are f3ce t.s of Q isonc tric to P l' called 
the- 10':Ter and u·ner ba~es of ~. '.i:'he other facets of Q are prisms 
over facets of P1. Hence Q has t~o nore facets and twice as many 
vertices as P1. 
\'Ie also rel1ark - al th')u;-;h ',1C shall not ne~cl this fact - that 
the polytope conv(P1 U P2) is uual to Q, 1;1here P1 and P2 are 
dual to P 1 and P2 , an,d aff P-t f"I aff P2 is a single point in the 
relative interior of both P1 and P~. In p~rticular,C(d+2,d) is 
dual to a product of two simplices. 
4. T:iedEie and subdirect product 
Let 
C be the 
C SEd+1. 
P c,..,d -~ 
product 
Let H be 
be a d-polytope and F a proper face of P. Let 
of P and the halfline [0,(0) and suppose 
a hyperplane oeeting int C such that H (\ P = F. 
One of the closed hali'spaces, TI+ say J , con~ains P. Define the ,\';e dee Q.. 
over P \.:1 th !.2..£.! F to be + C "H • This definition follo\"s Klee and 
~lalkup (1967). This construction yields a polytope combinatorially 
isomorphic to a prisn if we ienore the stipulation that F be a 
proper face of P and let H (') P = ¢. In any case, P X {o} and H (1 P 
are combinatorially isor.lor:Jhic to P dnd are called the upper and 
lower bases. A k-face of Q is either a k-face of one of the bases, 
or the wedee over a (k-1 )-face G 0: F \lith loot G f"I F, or a face 
K of Q intersectin~ both boses but not F; in the last case K is 
combinatoriall;! iso::J.orpl:ic to 0-: f\ P) X [0,1] • 
The v/edb'e Q. is a (d+1 ;-pol~·tope '.lith one r.'lore facet than P 
HedGe 
X, 
Subdirect nroc1l.lct 
.. 
Fir.'. 2.1 _ H 
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if F is a facet of P, ond 2 ~o~c i4cets othorwise. Also, Q is 
simple if and only if P is simple aYld E' h~ cl1!1ty or a fucet of P. 
'To describe t;le dlwl of the ~JeU0e construction, let P'" be 
"'-dunl to P, and F tilG fuce of p. correspondinG to F under duality. 
Let E = conv {x1 ,x2} be a line sC~l-1cnt ::mch thnt aff E Aaff p. 
is a sin~le point in the relative interior of both E and F. Then 
Q* = conv(P*V £) is dual to t:-l€ \lodCe ove~' P ,·lith foot F. This 
construction is a special case of the subdirect product of two 
polytopes - in ·this CLse P* and::; - described by lIcHullen (1976). 
We will be especially intero~t€~ in the case where F is a 
I' facet and F a vertex. 7hc Gale dia~rom of Q* is then easily found 
from the Gale diaGram of F oj<: t:1C !)oint x in the diagram of P'" 
"-
correspondinG to F is repla~ed b~ n pair of points correspondinc 
to the vertices xi' x2 of Q*, as in FiG. 2.1a. 
The d'Jal diacr:r.l of Q is ootaincd sir.1ply by doubling the 
point F of the dual diasram of P, as in FiC. 2.1b. 
Thus. presented i'/i th a dual diuc:ra:'a, CF1 , •••• Fn+11 of Q, 
in which F nand F n+1 coincide, and such that [F1 , .... F nJ is the 
dual diagram of a polytope P, ~e nay conclude that Q is a wedge 
over P with foot F • 
n 
5. Beneath and beyond 
The inductive constructiO!lS so far have produced ne\ ... polytopes 
of hie;!1er dimension from ones of lo'"er dimension. Furthermore, 
each of these constructi9ns gives the same result combinatorially 
regardless of \'rhich :"articular repre:.:entatives of the combinatorial 
equivalence classes we choose, as, for instance, the base of a 
pyramid or the factors of a Cartesi~n product. ~e now describe 
a method of constructing from.n polytope P a polytope Q of the 
selma dimension but \d th one nore vertex. \;11ich combinatorial types 
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Q may have depend:::; not only on "t;lC tYPG of P, but on the pnrticulHr 
represen ta'ti ve e;losen. 
Let P be a,d-~olytope, the intersection of n closed halfspoces 
IIi = f y ~ !~d I < y, v i> ~,1], i = 1, ••• , n, 
such that ench boundinG hyperpl~ne II. meets. P in a facet F .• Let 
1 1 
d ' 
X E E \ (P U Hi V ••• u II ). n , 
Then x is said to be:; b€neat~ those facets I". for ',,;hich <x,v.) < 1 
1 1 
and beyond those fuca ts fJr \'1;~ ieh <x, vi> > 1. An equi valen t sta te-
ment of the definition may be nade in terns of points 
y . E. re 1 in t ~'., i = 1 ," ••• , n • 
1 l. 
Then x is beneat:l tl10se fncets for ':1:1ich [:,;:,~".J n int P I. 0, and 
:I: 
beyond those facets F. for 1;1:1ich [x,y.Jnp = f~r.}. 
,l ]. 1 
Let Q = conv(P u{x}). Each facet that x is beneath will be 
a facet of Q. The other facets of P ~il1 be destroyed and be re-
placed by facets containinG x. In c~~cral, n face F of P is a 
face of Q if and only if z is beneath some fncet of P containing F. 
Thus the pr·)per faces of Q. are of hlo ty~.'es. Firstly, faces con-
tained in at least one facet that x i~ beneath. Secondly, faces 
of the foro conv(r U {xS), u;-:81'e F lies in at least one f::;cet that 
x is beneath and one facet that :: is beyond. The combinatorial 
type of Q is deteruined by two consideratioris - the combinatorial 
type of P, and t:1G collection of facets t:lat x is beyond. 
In the simplest case, x i::; bq"onci. eX9.Ca~1 onG facet, say F l' 
of P. Then Q. is P modified by t:1C addition of a shallo\'1 pyramid 
over F 1 with apex x. If F is an:~' p:t:0l'cr face of P, we can find 
a point beyond every facet containinc F and beneath every other 
facet. For, choose d x eE \ P such 
that y€ relint (:;~,:;). Then x is be:. and every facet containing F, 
'and if x is ch05en sufficiently nccr y, ~eneath all the others. 
In Gener~l, if F1 and F o're faces of T' ',:i th F1 a proper face 
/. 
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of F, ' .. Ie C311 fiud ::l l)oint bC:I0:111 eX:1ctly thor:e fncets containing 
F1 but not l~, ;\5 follo\/S. L:::t:: be n:::; just defined, and let 
\"E rclint Fr A point v such that \'/E. relint [v,x] and suffi-
ciently near v viII be beyond prcciGely the specified facets~ 
The construction ju:::;t described is a special case. In the 
most general case of addin~ a vertex, x may lie in the affine 
h~ll of a proper face of P. We vill not consider this situation 
in detail. 
These constructions are probably easier to visualize dually. 
The new vertex x corresponds to a closed hulfspace H- truncatins 
the polar P* of P t6 yield the polar Q~ of Q. Since x is not in 
the affine hull of any facet of P, H II vert Q* = ~. ;'le have 
Q* = p*nH-. Adding x beyond a sinrle focet of P corresponds to 
truncating the correspondinG vertex of P*. Adding x beyond exact-
ly those facets containing a given k-f~ce corresponds to trun-
cating the corresponding (d-k-1)-face of P*. Adding x beyond the 
. . 
facets containine F1 but not F corrcGponds to truncating precise-
A '" ly the vertices. of p. in F1 but not F by a sinele hyperplane •. 
One observation is certainly casier in the dual situation. 
The hyperplane H.divides P*into two polytopes, one of which we 
take to be Q*. To what does R$ = p*n H+ correspond? Since R* 
contains exactly the vertices of P* vhich are not vertices of .Q*, 
R corresponds to a polytope conv(P v fx 'J ), \'/here x' is beneath 
a facet if and only if x is be:;ond that f.:::cet. Such a point may 
not exist for a particular P, but ~c can Dlwuys find a projective-
ly equivalent P' for which the desired ,oint does exis~, by let-
ting M be a hyperplane ~trictly scparotin: x and P and lettins 
f be a projective eq'..:.ivalence sending II to infinity. Then 
x' = f(x) and P' = f(P) satisfy our requirements. 
Given P Hith facets {F1 , ••• ,F 1 and a subset (F F 1 n 11"'" kl' 
,':e may asl, \'!hethcr or nota point c::i::;ts '.!.1ich is beyond exactly 
this subs~t of facets. In view of the previous poraerap~, a more 
natural question is ' .. :hether or not til€l'e exists a projectively 
equivalent pI and a point x' such that x' is beyond (or, equiva-
lently, aGain by the previous Po.l'ocraph, bcncnth) eX~lctly 
{Fi, .•• ,It'k1• In the cluul sltuati0r:- He arc aGl~in[; 'vlhether the ver-
tices {x1' ••• ,XI) of P* corrcs::-;or;d.ini; to [F1 , ••• ,Fkl can be strict-
ly separated from the remaininG vc~tices ty a hyperplane. In other 
'.F·rds, 'de \'[i5h to knoH ';/hether O~· not t;lCl'C c:dst CXE.IR, U E Ed 
such t:~a t 
Fig. 2.2 
< x. , u> > cx, i = 1, ••• , 1-:: 
, ~ 
<x. ,u)<o(., i = k+1, ••• ,n. 
1 
,This maJ' be shoun to be eSEcnti3l1:;' a li!lear procramr.ling problem 
and henc~ an alcorithn for deci~inG the qUEstion exists. 
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nslc ,·,hether or noc there exists a l'olyto;JE: pll ;:;uch that p~pll and 
'de kno\'l 0I no \'TaY to (;ccide t~lis cpestion in :;eneral. 
Instead of addinG a vertex, n vertex may be reooved. Given 
dim P = d-1, in ,,!hich c,-Ise Q. is a pyramid \"i til apex xnand base 
P, or dim P = d. In the latter c~sc, ~ is obtained by adding a 
vertex to P as described above. If C~~Q', (~' = conv{x-t' ••• ,x~} 
and P' = conv[x-t,~ .•• ,x~_1}, then it does not foll01l1 that P~P'. 
In Fig. 2.2, 'Q., Q.' and QII arc of the c0L1bin3torial tYl";e of the 
reGular octahedron, but P, P' and pit are not all of the saUle com-
bina torial type. 3ven th;,ugh P ~ P", the isci.:10rpLism is not induced 
by the natural correspondence 0: the vertices. 
We conclude th3t t~e result of addin: or removing a vertex 
depends not onl~r upon the combinatorial type but upon the parti-
cular representative, in contrast to t!,e construction of Cartesian 
product, for instance, which depends only uron the combinatorial 
type of the factors. 
Chapter 3. 
1. Geometric cell cor:l1~lexes 
A t:;eor.lctric cell com111e.x is a finite collection"K of polytopes 
in Ed, ca11ed tile faces of '7\, sutisfyin:; the follo\·,rinc conditions. 
1. If ]~E"K, and. J E. tOO, then .. J~ 1<. 
2. If J, K E"I( then J () K is a face of both J and K. 
(Note that 0 EX.) 
The underlyin-: set of "1<. is the union of fac'e's of "K and is wri hen 
set ~ or u'K. 
The sets "B(P) and ~(P) associated \·lith a polytope Pare 
geometric cell cotl~")lexes. The set 'BCI!) is usually called the 
boundary comnlex of P. 
A subcomplE:x of "K is a subset of 1< \'/11ich is itself a complex. 
If 1 ~ 7(, in ceneral :f. is not asubcomplex, but 
{F I There exists C c 1. such that FE t (C)}. 
is - the subcompl ex p;enera ted b:; £... 
In a simplicial com~lex, all the faces arc simplices. 
T'tlO complexc s 'JC1 and 1(2 arc sa id to be isomorphic via an 
isomorl;hism f: 'K1~'7(2 if f is a bijection \-lith the prJperty 
t f 11 ~ v € ~ tha or a h1'~2~' 
f(K1 f) 1:2 ) = f(K1 )f) f(Z2)· 
A complex X is said to be a refine~ent of a complex t if there 
exist.s a homeoElor)l1i~m f: set?;: ~ set.t Such that for each L€...(, 
f- 1 (L) is a union of faces of "K.. Ss ts of t:Hi form r-1 (L), L€..e, 
.. f t .... -1 ( ) "" are the pseud rH8c'23 o· he rel1n8nent. If f L is a fnce of f\, 
f-1(L) is called a principal face of the refinement. Thus a face 
of ~ which is also a pseudoface of the refinement is principal. 
'l'he homeo::loru:!isr.J. f is callel t>.c r€fine:1€nt map. 
. . 
It is clear that the campod tion of rc;incr.lent mo.9s is again 
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l' "K rJ' c;ncl "K" i G ~~ 
L. L. 
refinement o~' 7(3' t:l€n "K1 i? J rnf'~nCl"'lent of OX3 • 
It n1s·) fo11o'.:s fro,l tilG d.el'iflition that if 'K1 is a refine-
[lent of ~2' nncl"K2 is n rc.finG;lGr.t of "k1' t:len all f, .. ces are prin-
cip3l and i\'1 8nd 7<.2 .:Ire isom~r~J]1ic complexes. 
In ,Fic. 3.'1 '.le illustrCltc the fact that a cube is a l'efine-
ment of a triancular prism, Gnd tt~t a trioncu12r prism is a re-
finement of a simplex. 
Usinc the 'fo.ct that n honeo!:lor. his:-.! betileen the boundaries 
of two d-cells extends to a hoccocorphism between the cells them-
selves, it is trivinl thnt for -, , .. ~-nd ~ (,~) . .' , .~... I , 0 ," 1 S a refinement 
of "B (Q) if and C?nly if t (P) is a re rincllen t of 't(~). 
A f · . t h G 1 • ,1 1 ,. ,.,3, h th t 1n1 e crap may De e3~cu~ec 1n ~ 1n sue a way a 
each edee is a line sOG'ffient, nnd t:·,<; intel'secti:,n of any pair 
of edGes is either empty or an el::i_:oint of both. Thus G ma~r be 
regarded as a cOID:?lex, and \'Ie ua:' speak of one ~:raph beinG a 
refinement of another. In Fig. 3.2 we show that the graph of a 
< REI=INEMENT MAP 
<~~FIN~MENT M~P 
Fig. 3.1 
rige 3.2 
3-cube contains a refinement of the graph of a 3-simp1ex. Principal 
vertices are emphasized. 
2. Generalized combinatorial cells 
For some purposes, ,,,e \'lil1 ';fish to consider obj ects 1t/hich 
"look like" the facial complexes of polytopes. The boundary of 
'a polytope is a union of k-polyto~jes, 0 ~ 11:: ~ d-1, fitting together 
in a nice way. In particular, each k-polytope is a k-cell. Barnette 
(1975) makes precise the idea of "fitting Ie-cells together nicely" 
in order to define the eeneralized combinatorial cell (abbreviated 
to gcc). 
We proceed by induction. A (-1)-gcc is 0 and a a-gcc is a 
point. A d-gccC is a d-cellwhose boundary is the union of a 
fini te collection 'acec) of k-·gcc' s called the faces of C, 
-1 ~ l~ ~ d-1, satisfyinG the follouing conditions. 
1. If F is a face of C and G is a face of F, then G 
is a face of C. 
2. If F,G are faces of C, then F 1"1 G is a face of 
F and G. (Note that 0' is a1wa:;s a face of C.) 
Terminolocy for gcc's is defined in analog'J vIi th polyt,')pes. 
For inst.1.nce, the (d-1 )-fnces,· 1-f.1.cCS and O-faces of C <:Ire culled 
the facets edscs <:Ind vertices. Gne difference between ccc's and 
--' -
polytopes is tlwt a civen d-ccll na:,,' ::ave marc than one gcc struc-
turc de~'ined upon it. lIenee i'le use subscripts to distinGuish ~C(C~ 
and ~D(D), if C = D. 
The facin1 lattice of a d-r:;ec C is tC(C):: 'BC(C) UteS. 
Using the focial lattice of C, the VErtex f:ir,m'e of C at a vertex 
x may be defined as a (d-1)-ccc wh0se facial lattice is isomorphic 
to 
if such a d-gcc exists. 
T\.,ro gce's ure said to be cOGb5.natoriall;' iso;:10rnhic if their 
lattices are isonor:!!::ic. 
In a simple d-ccc, every vertex lies in exactly d facets. 
It is clear that every 1-0ee.is i2omorphic to a line segment 
and every 2-gcc is isomorphic to D polYGon. Steinitz's theorem 
may be used to prove that ever: 3-~cc is isomorphic to a 3-polyt~pe. 
However, an example of Barnette and ~GGner (1971) shows that there 
exist 4-ecc IS -.. Thich ;lre not isoLlorphic to any 4-polytope. 
A d-gcc in ~'lhich all the facets are ~somorphic to d-simpl ices 
is a simplicial d-ccc or a trian~ulation of the (d-1)-sphere. 
Klee (1975) has defined (d-1)-pseudomanifolds, which are (cssen-
tially) triangulations of connected manifolds without boundar~. 
A Simplicial cOD?lex whose underlyin: ~et is homeomorphic 
to a (d-1)-sphere is called a cOr.lbinatoriol (d-1)-sphere and is 
in particular a trianGulation of the (d-1)-sphere and the boundary 
of a d-gcc. 
Theorem 3.1: If g: eC (C1 ) -7 eC (C2 ) is an isoI!lorphism bet\'reen 1 2 
d-gcc IS C1 and C2 ' there exists a hOUl20mOr!,hism f: C1 ~C2 . such 
that if F1 is a face of C~ and F2 is D fnca of C2 such that 
e(F1) :: F~, then f(?i):: F2• 
Proof: Let Ci 0-;:) be the union of l:-faccs of Ci , i :: 1,2; 
k :: 0, ••• ,d. '.'fe proceed b~' inc.lu~tion on 1< to tlefil~e homeomorphisms 
of the desired s0rt f k : C1 (J<) 4C2 (l<), such that fk extends f k_i , 
k = 1, ••• ,d. If k:: 0, the isomorphism e Gives a bijection between 
be g restricted to vert Ci • Assume by induction that k~ d and 
tha t f hus been d.erined. COlloider a l:-facc K1 of Ci , corres-k-1 
K. is the union of (k-1)-cells in 
1 
K. II C.,(k-1) = relbd 1: .• 
1 1 1 
of C..,. 'l'!le relative boundary of 
'-
i :: 1,2. Hence 
Hence f k_1 induces a homeonorp~ism between relbd K1 and relbd K2 • 
As we have seen in Chapter 1, a ~oneomorphism between the boun-
daries of two k-cells extends to a homeomorphism between the two 
'k-cells themselveD. ~e can thus extend f%_1 to K1 U C1 (k-i). Since 
the relative interiors of different k-cells of C1 (and C2) are 
disjoint, f k_1 extends to each k-cell in turn, thus defining 
f k : C1 (k) ~C2(k) as desired. '.i.'hen f:: fd is the required homeo-
morphism. This concluues the proof. 
Coro11ary: d If P1,P2€."P t and Pi and P2 ai'e' isoI:lorphic via an 
isomorphism g: C(P1)-:> 'C(P2) , then there is a homeomorphism 
h P --'" P suc'n t:lClt for : 1-r 2 . Fe-C(Pi)' C(F):: h(F). This homeomor-
phism and its inverse are refincr.1ent ]:1a9s , and t(P i ) ("B(P1» is 
a refinement of t(?2) (~(P2)) ~nd vice versa. 
Refinement na~s for gcc's are defined in exactly the same 
\'lay as for ce11 cO:Yl1,lGxes. The ccc's ",:e shall consider will usually 
be defined in the followin~ wey. The gec C will be a polytope' P, 
'and the facets of C will be unions of facets of P. For instance, 
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suppose P€"P d is Ll re:fincJ:len·t of TU via the refinement map 
d d f: P ~ T • Denotin~ the face: t:::; A '1' by F r.' 1,···,1 d+1 , by the de-
fini Hon of f ~ . t ~ -1 (I' ) . . as u rex 1nemcn· nap, 1 1. 1S a un10n 
1 
of faces 
of P. In fact since f is a hOJ:leonorp~is~, f preserves dimension 
and hence' f-1 (F.) is a union of facets of P. Let 
1 
-1 C. =f CF.), 
l. . l. 
i = 1, ••.• ,d+1 .• 'l':len P is a d-ccc C "'lith lQcets C1 ' ••• 'Cd+1 • 
rfhe fDees of C arc sets of t:1C lorn 
c. n ... n C. , 1 ~ k ~ d+1. 
11 l.k 
The map f indu6es an isOnor?hishl of C and Td,since 
fCC. n ... nc. ) = F. n ... t'lF .• 
l.1 l.k 11 1k 
"'le remark t:13t a d-r;cc C is c.l.eternined. by its facets, since 
the faces of Care :s-'reciseL.' intersections of subsets of the 
set of f3cets. 
Theorem 3.2: a. A d-ecc has at least d+1 facets. 
b. A d-gcc with exactly d+1 facets is iso~orphic to ad-simplex. 
c. Let C be a d-cell and C1",.,Cd+1 ~ bd C such that 
1. bd C = C1 U ••• V C d+1 ; 
ii. c. n ••• nc. is a Cd-k)-cell, k = 1, ••• ,d+1. (The 
11 l.k 
(-1)-ccll is ~.) 
Then C1 , •• "Cd+1 are the f~cets of a d-gcc isomorphic to 
ad-simplex. 
Proof: a. ~Je first pro'v'e that if C is a d-gcc and C is a facet 1 
of C, for each xerelbd C1 ' there exists a facet of C other than 
C1 containing x. For, since x E relbd C1 ' a neighbourhood of x 
must contain points of (bd C)\ C1 • Since there are ('nly finitely 
many other facets, each of whic~ is closed, some facet .other than 
C1 contains x. 
If C2 is a facet of C1 ' nnd xErelint C2' a facet containing 
x contains C2 • 
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We can nnw prove the first port of tho .theorem by an easy 
inductiun. The first l'ilrt is clearly true if d = 0,1. Suppose 
each (cl.-1)-Cec hn:3 .:It 1cnst ,J. :>:cc:ts. If C. is [I d·ccc and C1 is 
a facet of C, then C1 is a (d-1)-[~c with ~t least d facets. Each 
facet of C1 lies in a facet of C, cnc:l of \"hich is different, 
so we have at least d nore facets of C. T03ether with C1 , there 
are at least d+1, cstablishin: thG first part. 
b. The second part is true for d = 0,1. /,ssume that the second 
part is true for d-1 and le-l; C be [l d-Gce \rith d+1 facets 
C1 "",Ccl.+1' Each facet ~as at least d facets by the first part 
and si~ce it is el~ar that cqch facet c~ n have no norc than d fa-
cets, €ach face t . is isomorp;'lic to a 5i;:11110;.: b~r inducti'Jn. Hence, 
for i ~ l~ ~ d+1, C. f"\ ••• n C. 
11 1,_ 
is a fDce of C. Therefore, if 
d h 
we denote the facets of T by 'i' 'fi1 
.1: 1""" d+1' the correspondence 
c. n ... f"\C. -? F. n ... f"\:i'. 
11 lk 11 lk 
yields a bijection behleen the i'Qces of C and 13(Td ). This bijection 
/. is an isomorphisn. The second part is no\'! e~t<:lblished. 
c. The third p~rt is true if d = 1. Assur.le t!:e third part for 
d-1. 
To prove th~ theoren for d, ve show that 
'L(C:, = [C i n ... f"\C. I [i1,· •• ,ilrj~[1, .•• ,d+1]5 1 1,_ " ¥" 
is the set of facss of a d-Gcc. 
The elenents of 't(C) sati2i.':' the cO:ldi tions 1 and 2 of GCc's. 
It suffices to s~ow that C1 , ••• ,Cd+1 are GCc's. 
Consider C1 • ·.:e sho\'i thu t C 1"\ C 1· 2 d+1 1'1 i' = , ... , are the 
facets of C1 as a (d-1)-gcc. Since 
(ii), and C1 ,C.£ bd C, ·C.1"l relint 1 1 
C1 f"\ Ci is a (d-2).,.cell by 
C1 = 0, otherwise C1 n Ci 
contains a small open (d-1)-ce11. Hence C1 f"\ Ci ~ relbd Cit 
i = 2 t ••• , d+1 • 
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l::very point in 1'el1H1 C1 lies in Dt lc:st one of the facets 
Ci , i = 2,· ••• , '1+1, ::.:ince bd C :: C1 l) ••• U Ccl+1 • Hence 
relbdC = (C1 n C2 ) V ••• v (C1 n Cll+1 ). 
By (ii), 
(C1 1"1 C, ~ 1"1 ••• r1 (C1 t1 C , ) 11 1,. 
. J:\. 
= C1 nCo ('t ••• ('tC. 11 11<: 
is a (d-1-k)-cell. By the inductive assumption, C1 is a (d-i)-gcc, 
and identical ar~uments show that eDch of C1 "",Cd+1 is a gcc. 
Hence C is a d-gec. B~T (b), C is isor.'lOrphic to ad-simplex, con-
cludinIT the proof. 
3. C~-conplexes'and suspensions 
For some purpOGes we need to define structures, called 
Cll-complexes, even nore general t:lan 'scc 's or cell complexes. 
These objects 1;1ere first defined b~T ';:hi tehead (1949) in the context 
of algebraic topoloGY. Intuitively, a C~-complex is a topolocical 
space formed as a union of 1<:-ce11s such that each point lies in 
the relative interior of exact~y one cell and such that the inter-
section of any pair of k-cells is a union of j-ce1ls, j< k. 
To make this precise, we need a preliminary definition. A 
topological space X* is obtained by adjoinint an n-cell to a topo-
logical space X if X*\ X is homeomorphic to an open n-c01l and 
there exists a continuous function f: Bn-'7 X* vlhich maps int Bn 
homeomorphically onto X· \ X and ::lUrS bd Bn into X. 
A structure of fini to C'.J-c::;r;-l~lex is dei'J.ned on a Hausdorff 
space X by the pre3cription of an ascendinG sequence 
.x0 t; X \;: :(2 c;; ... s;, xm 
of closed subspaces of X satisfying the following conditions. 
a. XO is a finite set of points. 
b. ?or n» 0, Xn ie obtained from ~:n-1 bJ' udj oining 
u finite number of n-cells. 
c. " v
O u u "u A. =.J\. ••• ,A. 
For us, X \'Till oi tl:cr be a subset of ~d for some d or else honeo" 
morphic to such a suoset, so :{ 1105 t:!c l'clativCl topoloGY induced 
by the topoloGY oi ~d. The enpty set, tOGether with the points 
of XO and the n-cells udj0ine~ at each staGe form the set of faces 
of X. The faces form a partially ordered set. 
The inter~ection of faces need not be a face; this is the 
main distinction bet'.-reen a complex and a C',:-complex. 
T"lO C'il-coffiplc::e s X and Y arc s'iel to be i.somorphic if there 
exists a bijection preservin~ dinension and set inclusion between 
the faces of X and the faces of Y. 
It is clear that every gcc and every cell complex may De 
regarded as a C',l-complex. 'rhe Jefb.i tion of refinement extends in 
the obvious ,,:ay to C':!-complexes: a C':I-complex X is a refinement 
of a C~I-complex Y if there exists a homeomorphism h: X~Y such 
-1 that for every face C of Y, h eC) iG a union of faces of X. A 
Rrincipal face of the refinenent is a f~ce B of X such that h(B) 
is a face of Y. 
\~e nOi'1 give examples, anticipatinG section 4.2. Let r1 , •• ·, rd 
be arcs joininG hlO :")oints x.1 und x2 , Xi -t ='=2' such thot 
ri f"Irj = {x1 ,x2}, if i I.., j. Then ~ LJ ••• Urd is a C',J-complex 
red) "/hose faces are 0, xi' x2 , r l' ••• , rd. 
Let P e: ~, xi' x2 Evert P, Xi 
Xi and x2 run three arcs r1 , r2 , 
t x2 • By theorem 4.1, between 
r3 moctinz; pair\·rise in 
{xi' x2 J • The set (bd P)\( ri V r2 V r3) has three components \'/hose 
closures \tIe call C1 ' C2 and C ..... Then bd 
1:- has the structure of ) • 
a CW-coLlplex \·li tn faces ~'Xi' 'V' r1 ' r2 , r3, C1 ' C2 ' C3• . "'2' 
/. 
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In the above examples the points x1 Dnd x2 played special 
roles. i:e no\'/ define the sus!)cndcu. complex, of' which the above 
examples are particular cases. 'i'his definition may be made in 
tvlD '-IlByS - an abstrnct ' .. Jay and a rlOre concrete \'/aY \.,hich assumes 
that the Civen complex is embedded in l:;d for some d. The suspcnded 
complex SeC) over a C~-complex C with faces t is defined abstract-
iy as a topological space homeomorphic to the space derived from 
eX [0,11 by identif~'in& C X{O] and ex f1} to points Y1 and Y2' 
called the suspension points. '='l~e faces of S(C) are 0, Y1 and Y2' 
and sets of the form F X [0, 1J, for FE "C, \'lhere ~ .. X [01 and 
F XCi} are identified to Y1 and Y2 re~pectively. Note that if 
TE t, F is not a' face of S(C), but S(F) is a face of SeC). 
If C is embedded in Ed, \'fe mny define SeC) more concretely 
~d d+1 
as follo\'/s. Let;;, be embedded as a subsl)acc of E and let 
d+1 . d Y1 '~2 E E such that Y1 and ~t2 .are strJ.ctl~· separated by E • 
Then 
s ( C) = fAY i + (1- Ah r i E { 1 , 2 J, A€:( 0 t 1l t x E C} , 
or any homeomor.phic space, is the suspended complex over C. For 
example, the C':I-co,:1plex red) is the sus!_ c;nded complex over a set 
ofd points, as ;n FiG. 3.3a. 
As illustrated in FiC. 3.3b, the C~-complex determined by 
!:II !;II 
r. 
b. 
Fi~. 3.3 
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three disjoint arcs joininc tuo vertices of D 3-po1ytope is homco-
rnorphic to 
2 ? S(bd T ), where bd T~ has the uuual fncia1 structure. 
Ve assume hereafter that sus~endcd complexes, for instance S(bd Td ). 
have the natural facial structure induced by ~(Td). 
We may cenerali~e this construction to set the following 
resul t •. 
Theorem 3.3. The complex ~(Td) is a refinement of S(bd Td- 1 ). 
in uhich any pair of vertices of 'i,d t1a~T be chosen to correspond 
to the suspenslon points. 
Proof: Let d x1 ,X2 E vert T • The basic idea is to let 
~e use the second definition of suspended comrlex. The vertices 
of Td other t:lan' x1 and x2 deterr.'1ine a (d-2)-face F. The affine 
hull of F and the midpoint of [x1 ,x2J is a hyperplane H strictly 
separating x1 and x2 • Now, with x1 and x2 as suspension points, 
S(Td- 1 ) = s('ill I-I) = Td. The faces of S('l,d-1) are of three sorts. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
¢, x1 ' x 2 • 
d Faces of Tcontaining x1 and x2 • 
Unions of pairs d of k-faces of T , 1~ k~d-1, 
such that x1 E F1~ X 2 E F2 , x2 4 F1 , x1$ F2 and 
F 1 f'I F 2 is a (l~-1 )-face of f,d. 
The fact that -S('l,d) is a refineJiJ.ent of S(bd Td':'1) is trivial, 
because thefuces of S(bd Td- 1 ) are unions of faces of Td. Hence 
the identity map from bd Td to S(bd Td- 1 ) is a refinement map. 
This concludes the proof. 
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1. Introduction 
The definition of a polytope.as the convex hull of a finite 
set of points or as the intersection of a finite set of closed 
halfspaces - provided that thd illtcrsection is bounded - could 
hardly be more strnichtfor\'lard. Yet, to charact.erize the possible 
c'ombina torial types of polytopes is a difficul t task even in three 
dimensions, the first non-trivial case. For hieher dimensions, 
the problem is unsolved. 
Call a complex vol~toyal if it is cOliliinatorially equivalent 
to the boundary com~lex of a polytope. ·It is easy to see that all 
1-gcc's anel 2-gcc's are polytopnl. '.:e Hill see below that Stei-
nitz's theorem (theorem 4.2) implies thnt every 3-gcc is polytopal. 
However, for d~4, a d-scc is not necessarily polytopal. 
GrUnbaum and Sreedharan (1967) describe a non-polytopal triancula-
tion of the l~-sphere \vi th 8 vertices. Dar~lette and lolegner (1971) 
/. discuss the dual 0;: this trianz;ulatiori, w!lich yields a non-poly-
topal simple II--.[;CC \';i th S facets. :Iani (1972) constructs for 
d'" 4 a non-polytopal simplicial complc:~ '<d \li th d+4 vertices 
homeomorphic to a (d-1)..sphere. This co!aplex is a trianGulation 
of the (d-4)-fold pyramid over GrUnbaum and Sreedharan's example. 
It may be ShO\,lll that the duals to I-lani's exanples exist, and pro-
vide non-polytopal sil:J.ple d-Gcc' s \11 th d+l~ facets. 
Ue may ask the question: ',!lwt are necessary and sufficient 
condi tions for a d-gcc to be :)olytopal? It is cleal'ly necessary 
that a d-gce it'li ta te the local bGhaviour 01 ad-polytope. This 
local behaviour nay be described in terns of certain complexes 
associa ted \'/i th 2 face F of a complex"K, mmcl~' the star 
st(F;;O = {GE'K I :!'~ G}, 
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the nntistur 
" (." tV' ast vj,,; = 
and the linl:ccl cO!:lrle:c or lin!: 
In a d-polytopal Bee C, the followinB conditions must hold for 
every proper face F: 
1. F is polytopel; 
2." setstar (Ii'j"B (C») is ;)" (d-'l )-ee1l and 
3. if F is a vertex, 
a. link(F;~(C») is (d-1)-polytopal, 
b. the vertex ficure of P at F exists and is 
(d-1)-polyto~al and 
c. setast(F;~(C» is a (d-1)-cell. 
(It is not elained that this list is exhaustive.) Furthermore 
C must have a dual, also satisfyinc these conditions. 
Hani's examples"1<d just nentioned satisfy 1, 2 and 3. Barnette 
and ~:Tegner sho\-l that'/(4 also satisfies 1, 2 and 3 but is not poly-
topal. Hence conditions 1, 2 and 3 fail to distinguish polyt6pal 
and non-polytopal gcc's~ 
~'le \'lOuld like to find additional properties of a combinatorial 
nature of the boundary complex of a pol;ytope, and,in particula.r. 
properties peculiar to polytopes as opposed to gee's. Grunbaum 
(1967, Ch. 11) discusses these and related ideas at much creater 
length. 
We will consider this problem from the point of view of re-
finements. ·.le find, hO\'1ever, that certnin properties of 2- and 
3-polytopes fail to Generalize to hiGher-diI:1ensional polytopes. 
A nath of lcn~th k in Q sr3ph G from n vortex x1 to u vertex ~ . 
Y-k+1 is a union of ed:',:es [xi' :\-;-1] , i = 1, ••• ,k. An 3rc is a 
path for 1,0/:1 ich ~{ . -I x. if 
1 J 
i I. J • It is ·,:ell-I.nown that every 
path from x1 to xk+1 contnins un erc from x1 to xk+1. A graph G 
is said ,to be, n-connected if between any pair {x1 ,x21 of distinct 
vertices there exist n p~1ths r1 , .•• ,'rn suell that 
r· f'l r· = [x1' x.J, i 1 J ~ -' .; ,.. J. 
Such paths arecusta~Drily called disjoint ,nths from x1 to x2 ' 
althouGh this is not the usual set-theoretic ncaning of "disjoint". 
'l'?leorcu 4.1 (B31inski (1SS1)): :,~:lC ~~raph of u cl-pol~'tope is d-con-
nected. 
Thus beb:een any pair of vertices x1 and x2 of a d-pol~'tope 
run d disjoint )aths. Only d edGes neet a Ziven vertex of a simple 
'Fir:. 1~.1 
d-polytope, so .t;:is resul t is b·::;st possible. 7heorem 4.1 iI!lplies 
that x1 and x2 are j ained by d disj oin t arcs, say r1 , ••• , rd , 
of which at most one is of len~th 1 and the rest are of length 
at least 2. 'l'hese arcs therefore form a subcrnph II of the graph G 
of the d-polytope ? \lhich is a refinement of the graph Hed) sho~'.'ll 
in Fig. '+.1. The set r1 u ••• u r d is the C',l-complex red) defined 
in section 3.3. ':~:le ~;l'{)ph ;I(u)L: C·l rc'fincncnt of rCd). 
It is clear ticnt n Grnph :: is n--connQct.ecl if and only if 
for any pair of distinct vertices x1 and x2 there exists D refine-
ment of r(n) (or ::(n)) in X for ~lllich :(1 and x2 are principal 
vertices. '1'11001'011 L~. 'i is thcref()rc eql.li valen t to the s to tement 
that for Pc opel uncl xi ,x2 c vert P, Xi -I. x2 ' there exists a re-
finement of red) in the graph of P for '\ihich Xi and x2 are prin-
cipal. Or, aGain equivalently, \:e may nny t!1Ut'B(P) contains a 
subcom~~lex 1,lhich :i.s a refiner:lent of red) vlith Xi and x2 principal. 
3. Refinements in the boundary couplexes of 2-polytopes and 
3-polytopes 
The bo.unclo.ry of a convex l')olycon P is a simple circuit of 
at least three edCes nnd hence nay be reGarded as a refinement 
of the boundary complex of a tr:i.a~sle. Any three vertices of P 
may be choseri as principal. Also, the boundary ·of a polygon with 
n+1 edges is a refinement of the boundary of a polygon with n edges. 
Boundary coaplexes of 3-polytopes may be characterized in 
terms of refinements in a considerably more complicated fashion. 
It is easy to see that the c0t1binatOl:'i[~1 type of a 3-polytope 
P is determined by graph G(P). For, G(P) may be embedded in 
2 
a 2-sphere S by a suitable radial projection W. The components 
of s2 \ n(G(p)) correspond to the facets of' P. If $: G(P)~ S2 
is another erlbedelinc, there ';Till "oe a :lomeomorrhism h: S2 ~ S2 
such that h·J = U t and so any two 3-polytopes with the same graph 
\.,.ill be conbinatorinlly isonorl'::ic. A srap:1 isomorphic to the 
graph of a d-poly~ope is said to be d-polytonal. 
Theorem 4.2 (Ste ini tz (1922)): .\ ~r3ph is 3-poly topal if and 
only if it is pl~nar and 3-connccted. 
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Given PE: "P), n Schlecel ui;)~;ram of P provides un ernl.H:?ddinC 
of G(P) iIi i, so G{P) is plnnar. D~' theorer:l It-.1, G(P) is 3-con-
nccted. The [ii ven concU tions arc thercfore necessary. 
The ot.her direction is llifficult. The reader is referred to 
GrfinbClum (196'1) or, for h:o proofs Llore in ,the spirit of the pre-
sent \v'ork, Barnette :md GrtlnbollL1 (1:369). 
The comrlccc srnph 1~ h<:l::O l'I vertices, each pair of ",hieh de-
n 
termine an edce. The com:1 lcte ~)i1)2r'tite :-'r~F'h l:m,n has n block 
of m vertic€s and a block of n vertices. ?~:o vertices u.etermine 
an edce if and only if they lie in different blocks. By a theorem 
of Kuratowski, a Gra~h K is planur if and only if K contains no 
subGraph \'Ihich i's a refinement 01' the cOI:1plo te c;raph 1\5 or the 
complete bipartite sroph 1:3,3. Thus '.le may restate theoreP.l 4.2 
in terms of refinements as follo~s: n Graph K is 3-polytopal if 
and only if 
1. K contains no refincnent of ~5 or K3 ,3 and 
2. for every two vertices x1'~2' K contains a rcfine-
men t of rO) for uhich x1 and x2 are principal. 
4. Polytopes are refinements of simplices 
11.,,0- and three-dimensional polytopes ar'e de termined up to 
comb ina torial t~rpe by the ir Graphs. This is not the case in higher 
dimensions. For instance, the 1-s1~eleton of <l neiChbourly 4-poly-
tope with n vertices is isomorphic to K • Grlinbaum (1967, p. 124) 
n 
shows that there exist combinatorially distinct neighbourly 4-poly-
topes \v'i th 8 vertices. In General,. for d;' 3 t:lere exist non-
isomorphic d-polytopes Hi th isomorphic ([i2d.J - 1 )-skeletons. As 
well, Altshuler and Steinberg (1973) construct a triangulation 
. of the 3-sphere "ri1ose 1-skeleton is iGomorp;"!ic to K9 but \·:hi.ch 
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is not polyto;al. 
Hence to distin[;ui::h :jol~;, C(I::C:::; from couplcxes that look like 
polytopes ','/e m1.1f,t consider rafineman ts of hieher dimension. In 
particular \·,e ':!ill ilwestic3te :.OiI OS(P) itself may be expressed 
as n refinement. 'rhe most imporbnt result in this direction is 
that th~ bounJary complex of ad-polytope i:::; a refinement of the 
boundary comple:: 0:1: the d-si!:1:,lex 'J.,d, 
Theorem 4.3 (GrGn~3um (1965; 19G7, p. 200): Let PE~d and let 
Xo = F 0 c;; ••• ~ Ii'd_1 be a to·.:er of' fnccs of P :::;uch that i = dim F •• 
1 
Then 'Be?) may be expressed as a refincnent of 'S(Td ) in such a \-JaY 
that each face of the tower is a principal face of the refinement. 
To prove this theorem \-,e need a lemma. 
Lemma 1~.1: Let and let P,P' be pyramiJs over Q and 
Q' respectively with apices x and x'. Then a refinement map 
o 0 
t: Q ~~' may be extended to a refinement mop ~: P --.. P'. The 
principal faces of the refinement 'P arc the faces of P of the 
form F or conv(F v [x ) ) I ilhere b' is a face of ~ \'lhich is a prin-
o 
cipal face of the refinement ~. 
Proof: Each point y e. P hos a l'eprcsE:ntation 
y = A(y) + (1 - A(y))x I C~ AC'2~ 1, f(Y)€ ~, 
o 
where fCy) is uniquely defined unless y = X , in which case 
o 
'A(y) = 0 and f (y) is un<.lefined. Then fey) is def ined to be 
The map f is easily cl:.c c!:ed to be <:l h'o!:1eonorpld~m extendinc i'. 
Clearly ~(X ) = x' • It is equally clear that the principal faces o 0 
of + are of the t~'PGS described. ':'he lCT!lI:1a is nO':l proved. 
Proof of theorem 'i·.3: '.7e use induction on d. For d = 1, P is 
a simplex and thE: theorem holds. Assume that the theorem holds 
for d-1. 
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Let H be n hypcrplunc strictl~' scparatinf' x from the remain-
.0 0 
inl; vertices of r nnd let ll- be the closed hulfspace bouncled by 
II and con ta inin~; x • l'hen P (\:i is n (cl-1)-polytope and P () Ie 
o 
is n pyramid over Pf"III vlith apex ~, . The faces 
o 
forr.l a tOHer of 18ces of P () II. 
The first ~tep is to 5ho\"1 that t:;cre exists a refinement map 
-SUCll that = Ill. r\ II , 
~ 
i = O, ••• ,d-1. For each 
the line aff [x,xol nGets setast(x ;'B(P)) 
o 
in a 
unique point fex) and II in a unique point g(x). Therefore \'le have 
a unique A(X) E (0, 1J and a rcpre::.;cntation 
NO\-l define 
x = A(x)f(x) + (1 - A(x))x • 
o 
~(x) = A(x)g(x) + (1 - A(X))X
o
' x i Xo 
~(x) = x • 
o 0 
This is the usual sort of linear extension of a radial projection. 
/. It is easy to check that 4>: p ~ P f"'I ::- is a refinement map and 
that Fo, ••• ,Fd~1 are principal faces. 
The second step is to sho\! 'ci'.at t(P () n-) is a refinement 
of G(Td ). By iuc!uction, there is a refine11ent nap t: P fl II~ Td- 1 
for which the faCeS F 1 ('\ II I ••• , F d-1 n II nre principal. 
4 d d-1 By lemma .1, since rr is a pyramid over T I 'I' extends to 
;v. P f\ ,.- -7 M~l a refinement map I. IIU ~ for ul1ich conv«~'. fl H) U [x }) 
is principal for i = 1, ••• ,cl-1. Since 
1 0 
COllV«:? ('\ H) V fx J) = B'.1i !I-, 
101 
and Xo = Fo is ;;>rinci;.:al, ',Ie conclude t~1nt Fof"l H- , ••• ,Fd_1 f" H-
are principal faces. 
NO\-l, t.~: P ~ Td is the desired refinG!:lcnt map for \"hich 
F
o
, ••• ,Fd_1 are principnl. ~his concludes the proof of the theorem. 
For d ~ l'r, it is not lmo\,ln ... rl:cthcr or not all d-Gcc's or 
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trianGulations oi~ tLo (d-1 )'-SphCl'C ::1'e rcfl.l1cTaen-cs of siJ:lplic€s. 
In partie:.lb.ll', t11eorGr.1 LI-.j tells ..l~ tlwt <ln~r vert.ex of l' 
may be prcussi::';l1ccl as a prir~ciF'll VGrte:: of n refinement of ~(Td). 
As \'!C have alrc3d~' rc;narked, i1·(1 = 2, t:1l'CC vGrtiees na:,' be 
preasf>i[J1ed. For d = 3, \,;0 have t;;c follo',rins resul t. 
Theorem 4.4 (G3lliv2n (1974'): If x1,X~,X7 are vertices of 
'- ..J 
PE op3, . then "8CP) :In:i be CXl)ressed ns n refb.e:nent of 'l?(T3) 
for ",.hich x1 , x2 and x3 are princip·al. 
instance, we cannot choosd the four vertices of a square face of 
a triancular prise to be principal. 
Theorer.l 't-.'l.' is proved b~' 8:10\linG that t:1C Graph of P contains 
a refinement C of ::4 for ~'lflich x1 , ::2 and Xj are principal. Then 
bd P \C has four connectEd COrlponents ' . .those closures C1 , '."C4 
are 2-ce115. It is clear that C1 " •• ,C4 are the'facets of a 
3-Gcc which is cOr.1binatorinll~· n 3-sittplex. 
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In the previous ch:1:)tcr, \iC s.::n: t:'ut if tLrce vertices of 
PE"d, d = 2,3, ·arc prc;assic;neJ., t:~Grc exists Q refinement of Kd+1 
in G(P) \-Jith thc;se three vertiCG:: principal. ·c novl Sh01'1 thot this 
resul t cannot be e::tcndcd to hi0hc;1' clir.lensi(~ms. 
Proposition 5.1: There exists a ,-,et of three vertices of 
TP X rrqE.opp+q, p,q~ 2, \!hich are not all principal for any l'efine-
men t of E in G(TP X. 'I'q) • p+q+1 
Proof: Let 
vert TP = [x1 , ••• ,xp+1J, 
vert Tq = (Y1, ••• ,Yq+11. 
LEt P = rP X Tq •· Then 
vert P = [(xi'~' j ) I i = 1, .•• , p+1 j j = 1, ••• , q+1J. 
The vertices (x., ~'.) and (x." J'. ,) dE terl:1ine an edge of P if· 
1. J J. J 
and only if i = i' or j = j'. 
Hence \.,e may reprc sen t G(:') as a (p+1) x (q+1) rectanel.e 
of vertices such that a pair of vc;rtices determines ~edge if and 
only if both vertices lie in the same row or the same column. 
Let us choose zi = (x1 'Y1) and z2 = (x2 'Y2) as principal 
vertices. Ue will shov that there are exactly two refinements of 
Kd+i , where d = p+q, in GCP) -::ith z1 and z2· principal, and that 
neither contains z3 = (x3 ,Y3) as a principal vertex. Hence for 
no refinement of ~d+i are zi' z2 and z3 all principal. 
Call the desired refinenect ~it~ z1 and z2 principal C, a 
subgraph of G(?)~ 3ince both TP and Tq are sinple, P is simple 
and hence exactly d edses meet at e~ch vertex. At each principal 
vertex ofC, d ed:es oeet. Hence C c0ntnins every edge meetinG 
z1 or z2' (SGC 
of these edges. 
Fie_ 5.1a.) Let C ~e the sU~9~~ph of C consistine 
o 
/. 
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2, 
.(1 b 
c d 
In Co two paths j6in z1 an~ Z"I. 
Co 
At most one of these paths 
corresponds to an edGe of Kd+1. lIenee one of these patr's corres-
ponds to a path in ~d+1 containins so~e vertex of Kd+1 other than 
one correspondin~ to z1 or z2. 7herefore either (x1 'Y2) or 
(x2'Y1) is princi~al. 
Suppose (x1 ,Y2) is principal. Let C1 consist of all edges 
meeting zi' z2 or (xi 'Y2)' (Sec FiC· 5.ib) now, z1 and (xi 'Y2) 
~re joined by an e~ce of Ci , which Dust correspond 'to an edge 
of Kd+1. Hence ever~ other path in C1 joining z1 and (x1 'Y2) 
must contain a principal vertex. ::ence the vertices 
(x1 'Y3)' ••• '(Xi 'Yq+i) are principal. In other words, all q+i of 
the vertices in the xi row are ~rincipal because two of them are. 
An identical arsusent ShOV1S that <111 p+1 vertices of ,the 
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Y 2 column are princi::)al. '.Ie have noVl fOllnd 
(p+1) + (q+1) - 1 = cl+1 
prin6ipal vertices; that is, all of them. The craph C consisting 
of all of the edees meeting this s~t of principal vertices is 
easily seen to be the desired refinecent of Kd+1. (See FiG. 5.1c.) 
For, any two principal vertices in the same row (or column) 
are joined by an edGe of C. Any pair, say (x1 •Yj ) and (xi 'Y2)' 
not in the same ro'", (or colUllm) are joined by a path of hlO edges 
of C passinG throuch the intcrmediute vertex (x.,y.). This inter-
1 J 
mediate vertex is used only by one pair (x1 ,Y j ). (x i ,Y2). !lence 
C is homeomorphic to Kd+1. 
If (x2'Y1~· is chosen as 3 principal vertex, we get a second 
alternative, illustrated in Fie. 5.1d. with principal vertices 
lying in the x 2 ro\! a!1Q Y1 col:lmn. The hID coses are distinct, 
but s~·ml·~letrical. In nei ther case is z3 principal. 
In the remaininc case, both 
cipal. But then all the vertices of the x1 and x2 rows and the 
Y1 and Y2 columns must be principal, a total of 
2(p+1) .:. 2(q+1) - 4 = 2(1 - 2 > d+1, 
since d ~4. This contl'adicti::m Sh')i·;S that L,e t\·IO refinements 
already found are the only ones, nnd concludes the proof. 
\·le are left \lith the case of hiD preassiGned principal ver-
ticcs. and d~l~. '.I.'11e follouil:.:.:; conjecture is apparently due to 
Larman and Hani (1970). They prove the conjecture in the sinplicial 
case. 
ConJ·ect"r- r- 1· Le>t p",eo d ana' let. x x ~ ... P Th G(F) ~ t:: :J.. ~ .. r y '1' 2 <;; ver v • en 
t · .,. t f" " l·' •• 1 con alns a rCilnCDcn 0 ~d+1 lor ~~lcn x1 and x2 are prlnclpa 
vertices. 
For d ~ 4, t!l€ 2nS'.1€r is unkno\·:r.. 
/. 
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The conjecture is D strcn~;tllcr.in:; of 3~~linski 's theorem. 
Let Y1,J'2 be d.istinct vertices 0:;.' ::d-:-1 ond let B(d) be the sub-
Graph consistinS of all edGer.; l:lc'ciin;; [Y1'~'2S. 'ole ::Jaw in section 
It-.2 tho.t Balin::;l:i's tl:corcn is equivalent to the statement that 
in tho craph of F €.."d \'l€ ma~T preaGsiGn any pair of vertices 
X1 'X2 to corres)ond to Y1 and Y2 i"n a refinement of ned) in G(P). 
The conjecture states that we can find a refinement of BCd) which 
\.,.e can extend to Get a refiner.1ent of Ed+1. 
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1. Introduction 
Theorem L~.3 states that ::;iven P€ -pd and a to, ... er of faces 
F CC'i' 
- ••• -rd 1 o . -
d 
of P we may exprGS~ ~(~) as a refinement of WeT) 
such tha t every face of the tOiler is princip<ll. Theorem 4.1 may 
be interpreted as assertinG that Liven P€opd and x1 ,x2 E vert P 
we may find a rcfinel:lCnt of the CW-cOl:lplex H(el) for \'/hich Xi and 
x 2 arc principa;t. Gri.inb3UI!l (196'1, LX. ii.1. if-) makes the follo'vling 
conj ecture, ,·:hicl1 is a common ~~enc:::al b3 t ion of the two theorems 
just mentioned: with the notation above, if Xi = Fo and 
x2~ Fd_i , there exists a piecewise affine refinement map from P 
d . 
onto T for which F
o
, ••• ,Fd_1 and x2 are principal faces. 
The conjecture is clearly true if d = 1,2, but we will 
no," 5ho\,1 that it is false if d >3. A counterexample Q. is the 
prism over a (d-1)-simplex. Let 
[x-io' ... ,xdO~' 
{x11 ' ••• , x d 11 
be the vertices of the lower and upper bases respectively, labelled 
50 that [xiO 'xi1 ] is an edge of ~ for i = 1, ••• ,d. Let 
Fo = x10 ' 
F1 = [x10, x2cl, 
X~O 
" 
X2 = x31" 
(See FiS. G.1.) If the desired refinement d t: Q~'l' exists, 
there \-:i11 be brce arcs r1 , r2 , r3 fran ::)'1 to F2 corresponding 
cl 
to edSGs of T ; that is, t( r.) 
1 
d is an eJ~e of T • Each of these 
arcs neets ~in a principal vertex. 
Since Q is simple, each of the d edces containinG x31 lies 
1 • t 'f mel roo· in an arc corre s!'lonc.lnr.; 0 an ec.~;c 0 l. ")l11ce 
d 
x11 ,x21 € F2 , t-:!O of tl:e::se cdCc:: of T corrcs~'ond to the paths 
in Q consistbc of .thG sincle ec1r;cs [x)1' x11J and [x31' x21]. 
Hence 'de have say r1 = [X31 , x11 ] and r2 = [X31 , x21]. But then 
X11 and x21 are principal vertices, 1yinS in F2 • Since x10 and 
x20 are preassicned as principnl vertices, ':1e have four principal 
vertices in F2 - a contradiction, since F2 is a principal 2-face 
and hence contains exactly three principal vertices. Hence the 
desired refinement fails to exist for Q. 
2. Refinements of simnlices with two preassi~ned orincipal 
vertices: c,-mtcrex~"mrles 
A weaker ver:::ion of GrUnbuum's conje~ture is much more dif-
ficu1t to settle. 
Question 6.1: Can the boundary cOI!lp1ex of a d-po1ytope be expres-
cf tke d-s j»-plex 
sed as a rcfine~ent of the bound8ry complcxlwith two preassigned 
principal vertices? 
In this section, '-Ie describe t\lO po1:,topes for \~hich the ans\.,er 
is: No. 
Theorem. 6.1: For d :>6, there c::ist PE 1'd with d+3 facets 
and x1 ,X2 E vert 0 such that ~(?) cannot be expressed as a refine-
ment of !(Td ) in such a way that x1 and x2 are principal vertices. 
/. 
8 
56 
T .2. 
3iF 
"7 
a'. P 
T2. 
'l 
c. '[he ':-:':<.1C6 78. 
"r: 
-1.).)-
T 2 
56 
b. The facet 7. 
-
T 2: 
.sI 
d • ':1:'h e 3 .. i' <.l C c 739 = F. 
?roof: For d = 6, Ie t P be t:,G polytor:e ',:i th facets 1, •••• 9 
III th the dual Gale diagram X· = rr, ... ,9J of Fig. 6.2a. For 
brevity, \/e shnil denote faces, ;'or inst::mce, in jl"\ k, expressed 
as intersections of facets, as .. , lJ ~. 
Let F be the 3-face 789. rtemoving the points 7, 8 and 9 
in turn from X·, at each stace the remaining points satisfy the 
diagram condi tio~ for polytopes. Hence t:l€ dual Gale diagram of ~., 
is that of Fig. 6.2d, and F is a cube wit~ facets 1789, ••• ,6789, 
illustrated in Fi:; 6.3a~ The t\IO special vertices vtill be diamet-
Xl.:: 2'+' 7Sf:t 
Xl. 
479'1 FnC3 
578' 178~ b7B'1 2."J81 FnC. 
. XI= 135781 X, 
37B'l 
FnC'f 
li'i~. 6.3 
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rically opposite vertices of V: x1 = 135709. x2= 246709. Observe 
that ench special vertex is simI)lc in UJth :~ and P. 
";!e assume thnt u refinement rnup 6 '1: p~'r exists for which 
xi and x2 are princip>:ll and ohtuill u contradiction. Let Fi , ... ,1~'1 
be the facets of Td and let c. = t-1 (F.), ~ = 1, ... ,7. By defini-
~ ~ 
tion of refinement nnp, each pseuuo:acet C. is a 5-cell and is 
1 
the union of ~ne or nore facets of }. The intersection of k dif-
ferent pseudofacets is a (6-k)-ccll. The principal faces of the 
refinement arc precisely those faces of P \111ich may be expressed 
as an intersection 0: ps(~udofaccts - t:lat is, th~·se facos I'lhich 
are pseudofnces. 
~~ cloim ttat 7, 8 and 9 are principal faces, and hence 
F = 739 is nlso a pri~cipal face. To see this, o~serve that exact-
ly six facets of P contain X~, j = 1,2, and six pseudofacets 
J 
contain x .• Hence each of the £<.,cc:.:: c-,··;taininc x. belongs to 
J J 
a different pseudof2cet. Since t~c facet 7 contains F and hence 
Xi and x2 , and since every facet 2f P clntains either x1 or x2 , 
the pseudofacet co::tuinint; '? CUlino"!; contain an;) other facet. There-
fore 7, and similarly a ~nd 9, are pseudofacets, Eay C5 , C6 ' C7' 
and F = C5 f"'\ C6 1\ C7 is a principo 1 face. 
The map flF: F ~ T3 is thcl'eforc a refinement map, for 
\'/hich tbe pseudofacets of Fare ;<'''C 4'(\'-' 
.:.11 1 ,···,.L'V l -. 1- But \ole kno\V' 
that there is essE~~inlly one way of c~p~essin~ F as a refinement 
The other refinencnts are obtained froe t~is one by applying a 
symmetry of the cube leavinS ;:1 and x2 fi::cd. The unique pseudo-
edge E not rneetin3 ::1 or x2 is al·;l3.~"s a p:'i:lcipal ede.:e. ·,]e may 
label the Ci's so tllat E = F (\ C1 (\ C2 • T::c c110ice of E determines 
the refin':::1e!lt in F. Since the :~Gcudofacets ·)f f are determined 
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2'1"578'1 -- _-------------_. - 1, == 1%78~ . ~
.r E78 ::0 113478 
- 1231/-679 
.rEg 2..3789 
E.-____ --:;. ________ ~ -- -Z3b 789 
a. 
4-76'1 
S7S<? 17M 
37S~ 
b 
by the pscudofuccts 0:' all.,,, the c;iOice of 'E determines the refine-
~ 
ment in P. 
The final step is to sho';[ t:lat no choice of E induces:3 S'..l:.t-
able refinement in all three of the 4-fjces 78, 89 and 79. Con-
sider the 4-face 78 ~·]hose SchleGel diacrma based on F is shown 
in Fig. 6.4a. 
The 4-face 78 contains prccisel~' tV[O vertices, namely 
1234578 and 1234670, not in .,., r, ' .. ~hich determine an edge 
E78 123478. Sup?ose that " \1ere t:~e GdCe 23729, inducing the = t. 
refinement of F indicated in FiC_ ~ I' u.l.f-o. In the Schlegel diagram 
,- ,., 
-\.)0-
of 78 •. ; anu. ;':;70 lie in parallel lin,,;s, and \Jill therefore '1Je 
called 1'3r211e1 edses. ',:e have psciluofQccts 
C1 = 3, 
C2 = 2, 
C3 = 1u6, 
C4 = 11- ~ 5. 
\[e nOVl compute, using the dUCl1 Gale diaGram of P to determine 
complete sets of facets for the various faces, 
cion C2 f"t C3 n C4 f"t C5 f"t C6 
= 3 n 2 f"t (.1 v G) () (4 v 5) (\7 (1 8 
= 2378f"t(1v6)n(4u5) 
_ 2378(1 (1/+ v 15 u'I-6 v 56) 
= 123/+78 v 123578 u 2311-678 v 235673 
= 123478 v123'4578 u123Li-678 u {i5 
= 123478 
E
· = 78" 
But the intersection of six pseudofacets must be a vertex. 
not an edge" This con tradic tion ShOV1S tha t 'vle cannot choose 
E = 23789. A symmetrical argume~t sho\o/s that E cannot be 14789. 
Hence in 78 we cannot choose Z parallel to E78" 
A symmetrical areument applied to 89 and 79 proves that 
E cannot be parallel to E79 or £89. But every edGe of F is parallel 
to one of E78 • E79 Dr E89" TIence the desired refinenent in P fails 
to exist. 
To construct examples for cl76" suppose that d Q~ ~ • d > 6, 
has d+3 facets, and a 6-face isonorphic to p" Call this 6-face P. 
Let the special vertices x1 and x2 of Q be the special vertices 
of P. There are t~!r€€ facets of P not cont,.ining xi' and hence 
three facets of Q not containinG xi" Hence xi lies in at most d 
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facets, una ;::0 i:: !..:i;aplc. Sirail:1rL~', X,) is ~in:)le. 
.... 
are principnl. 2Qc:: incot of t~lt: rc;fineraent contoining x1 lies 
in n different pscuu.ofucet, sincex1 is sirnrle, Dnd similarly for x2 " 
There are three facets contnininc ~1 but, not x2 and three 
facets containinG x2 but not x1 • Sirice r is D 6-face, at leaGt 
d-6 facets 0f Q contain P. All the :ncets of Q are accounted for, 
so every facet of ~ meets fx1,x2S' 
Therefore every facet F c~ntaininG P,must be a pseudofacet 
of the refinement, and hence a principal face. The intersection 
of principal faces is a ~rincipal fac€j so P is principal. But 
,-
then flp: P -7 T\) is the forbidclen refinement map on P. This 
contradiction establishes that t cannot exist. 
A particular choice for Q is the (d-G)-fold pyramid over F. 
other examples ~ay be constructed, including (d-6)-fold wedges 
over P, by addinc d-6 points to the dual diaGram of P, as described 
I. in section 1.7. 
This concl~des the proof. 
The 6-dimensional counterexample P of theorem 6.1 may be 
described di~ectly in terms of wedses, usinc the reunrks oti the 
dual diaGrams of wedGes in section 2.4. Let R be a triangular 
bip~'ramid, let y, Z Evert R be t:le unique pair of vertices of R 
not joined by an edge, and let G1 , G2 andG3 be the three facets 
of R containing 'J. Let R1 be tl:c ",:cdSI';; over R with foot G
1
• Two 
of the facets of R1 are wedges over G2 an~ G3• Let R2 be the wedGe 
over R1 whose foot is the ':ledCe over G2 • Ho\-! one of the facets 
of R2 is a 2-fol: ~edGe' over G3• Then P is isomorphic to the wedse 
to/hose foot is this 2-fo1d vedGe •. 
The cubical face F of P ariSeS from z in the follo ... ling" ':lay. 
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Since zfi/:G1 , R1 contains.:1 foce li'1 vl!lich is D prh;m over Zj that 
is, a line' secmcnt. Since F1 docs not meot the i'ledL'e over G2 , 
R2 contains a face F2 vlhich is a prism over F1 ; thot is, a square. 
Similarly, R3 = P contains a prism over 1"2 i this is the cubical 
face F. 
Theorem 0.2: For d ;<!!4, there exist simple d-polytopes P d with 
d+4 facets and x1 ,X2 E vert Pd such that ~(rd) cannot be ex-
f ' t f .t:.:(73('I,d-1») pressed as are lnemen 0 ~ in such a way that x1 
and x2 are principal vertices. 
Proof: The polytope Pd is the dual of the convex hull of the 
cyclic polytope C(d~3,d) with a certain (d+4)th point. 
In order to sho~ that the desired refinement fails to exist, 
we ShO':1 firstl~r that P4 is cmbe,ldcd as a 4-fac€ ·jf P d in such a 
way that the s~ecial vertic~s of.P4 coincide with the special 
vertices of Pd. 2ccondl:J, \·;e prove that t:1C refinement fails to 
exist for P4. Finally, ve prove that the desired refinement on 
Pd must have P4 as a principal face, and hence induce the refine-
men t on P 4. This contradiction ':rill concl uda the proof. 
First, ':1e describe Pd. The construction for even d is slightly 
different from that for odd d, bot both cases can be done simul-
taneously if we use appr~priate notation. Let 
vert C(d+3,d) = {1, ••• ,d+31, 
arranGed in the natural order on the moment curve. Let n = [%dJ 
and write i = 2n.1.i. Call the new vertex C. 
The new vertex viII be above all but one facet Y containing 
a given (d-3)-fac€ Z, and belov every other facet. ~e showed in 
section 2.5 th3t such a point Exists for a polytope projectively 
equivalent to C(d+3,d). 
For brevity, ~e will refer to faces Dy listinc the vertices 
/. 
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'Iii thDUt punet~u ti -)ll. Let 
z = 67 ••• (d+3), 
y = 1.!-5(:)'( ••• (d+3). 
Galels evenness cund.ition i:lplicsthat Y i~~ indeed a fLleet of 
C(d+3,d'. The dual p~ of Pd will be eonvCC(d+3,d) ufo}), where 
o lies ubove every facet of C(d+3,~) cont8inins Z except Y, and 
below every other facet. If F is a face ~r a polytope Q*, denote 
by ~ the correspondinG foce in Q. ~he E~ecial vertices 
in P d correspond to fucct~ V,'J Dr .p~. 
a. 
V = {1;~346 ••• (2n+1), d = 2n 
12346 ••• (2n+1)3', d = 2n + 1 
w = {5s ..• C2n+1)1 1 2 1 0, d = 2n 
56 ••• (2n+1)1'2'3'O, d = 2n +1. 
Interpret 6 ... (2n+1) as ~ for n = 2. 
Define 
In a moment we will see t~at V,~ actually are facets of P~. 
In any event, let 
= {6 ..• (2,n+1)~,d = 2n X = vn'~': _ 6 ••• (2n+1») , d = 2n + 1. 
Then 
v = 123 l 1-X, 
\: = 51 '2 'OX. 
The evenness condition implies that '1-5 ••• (d+3) is a facet 
of C(d+3,d), and since this facet is a siciplex, X is a face of 
c(d+3,d). Note that if d = 4, t~en X = ~, and therefore 
1\ 
In general, X is a (d-5)face (the (-1)-face is ~) and X is a 4-face. 
In order to show that X is a face of p~, recall fro~ section 
2.5 that a face t of C(d+3,d) is not a face of p~ if and only if 
o lies above every facet of C(d+3,d) containing K. Let us call 
such a face ~f C(d+3,d) a face hidde~ by O. 
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Since every hi,Jdan facet 'conLim, Z, if l~ is hidden, then 
every facet cont3ipin~ V contains ~; that is, ~ is a face of K. 
But ~ is not D face of X, so X is n face af P~. 
The evenness condition implies that Z belonGs to exactly 
five facets of C(d+3,d). The four hidden facets are 
1 r-~ (-l3) 151'?'Y :/Q ••• u+ = ~ .. 
12 r' (d3)' 121'2'~~ 0.. . ... = '. 
236 ••• (d+3) = 231'2'X 
34G ••• (d+3) = 341'2'X 
and hence the hidden (d-2)-faccs nre 
151 '2'i~ (\12'1'2'X = 11 '2'X 
121 '2',: ()231 '2 t X = 21'2'X 
231'2':{ n341 '2':: = 31 '2'X. 
Any intersection of three or more hidden facets is simply Z, 
which is not hidd~n; therefore, there are no other hidden faces. 
The facets of r d are of blo t~'PE:s: firstly, facets of C(d+3, d) 
not hidden by 0 and, secondly, facets determined by 0 and a 
(d-2)-face which is the inters~ction of a hid6en facet with a 
non-hidden facet; that is, a (d-2)-fcce of a hidden facet which 
is not itself hidden. 
Je are interested only in f~cets cJntaininc X. The reason 
for this is th?t Pd/X~P4' In orler to sho\J that P4 is embedded 
in P d as a 4-face, ~:!e need only ShO~1 t::L~t Pd,/X ~Pl;/X, since 
, PZ/X = Pl;/0 ~ Pz.. 
In Table 6.1 tire listed the quadruple!:' abcd such that abcdX 
is a facet of Pd.. These quadruples denote the 3-faces of 
link(X;P~). Since p~ is si8plicial, 
lin1<(:{;Pd) ~ Pd/X ~ C::)*. 
Each of these quodruples is denoted by a capital letter. These 
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Vertices of P . It' fQcets of p'" 'I_ Facets of P I~i vertices of Pi;. 
A. 1234 1( • 151'0 1. A B C D E 1.<' K L N 0 
B. 1232.' L. 152'0 2. A B C D G H N o P Q. 
c. 1245 1-1. 51'2'0 3. A B E G II I P Q R S 
D. 1251 ' N. 121 '0 4 •. A C E F G I J R S T 
E •. 13l .. 2 ' O. 122'0 5. C D F G H I J K L M 
F. 1/+52 ' P. 231'0 l' • D HIJKJ:.INPR T 
G. 23l~5 Q.. 232'0 2' • B E F J L M 0 Q S T 
H. 2351 ' R. 341'0 O. K L M N 0 P Q R S T 
I. 3451' oS. 342'0 
J. l~51 '2' T. 41 '2 '0 
1 2 3 4 5 l' 2' ·0 
1 • 6 3 4 5 3 5 4 
2 6 • 6 3 4 4 3 4 
3 3 6 * 6 3 'I- 4 4 
4 4 3 6· II< 5 3 5 3 
• 
5 5 4 3 5 • 6 4 3 
1 ' 3 4- 4 3 6 *. 3 6 
2' 5 3 4 5 4 3 * 6 
0 4 4 .4 3 3 6 6 • ( *=10) 
Edge-valence matrix of P* 
-4 
Table 6.1 
/' 
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letters label the vertices of 0 (or fac'; ts of the dual) and the ;, 
1\ 
numbers label the facets of X (or vertices of' the dual). 
The facets of p~ containin~ ~ are deternined by Gale's even-
ness condition; the rcmaininc; fQCctf] contc! i.n 0 and are computed 
from the list of llidden facets and (d-2)-faces as described above. 
Thespccbl vertices of P d corrcspo!1d to 123L~X and 51' 2 'OX. 
In particul:1r, t:IC Epecial vertices of P /, correspond to 1234 and 
'r 
" 51'2'0. If we rcs~rd P4 as a face of Pd, GO P4 = X, the special 
vertices of Pit u~ld P d coi!1cic1.eand \fe ,'.ay .denote thernoy X1 = A 
and x = H. 2 
The eds€-vQlcnce matrix of Table 6,.'1 is a concept of Al tshuler 
and Steinber2: (1973). 'l'he (ij) th entr~r is the number of facets 
contoinine the face ij. Since ull the entries are n~n-zero, 
p, is a neiGhbourl~ i~polytopc. arijnbau~ (1967, p. 124) constructs 
tilis pol~'tope as em example of a non-c~'clic neiLhbourly 4-polytope. 
Our seconJ't32k is to prove that ~(P4) i~ not a refinement 
of the C":l-complex S('B(~)) for 'o'li1ich' A and. II are principal ver-
tices. l;ote that S(1S(T3») h:::.8 onl~T h/o vertices - the suspension 
poin ts y 1 and y 2. ",:0 assume t::.a t n reofi nenent map 3 t: P4 ~ SeT ), 
such that ~(A,~) = fY1'Y21, exists and find a contradiction. 
From nO':l on, ~\,B,C, ••• ,T denote vertices of P4 and 
1,2, ••• ,2',0 denote facets. 
In d-1 S(~(T )) for each f3cet there is ~ unique edce meeting 
the facet in j~st [Y1,y2 J. Hence in ~(~) for each pseudofacet 
there is a pseudoedGe neeting the pseudofacet in just fx1,X25. 
This pseudoedge is an arc. Hence in P4 the c~ndidates for pseudo-
facets are the unions of facets a~~ittinG disjoint paths from 
A to M. Since there are four pseudofacet~, each of which contains 
A and H, each pseudofacet in P4 contains exactly one facet meeting 
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F3CCt p~J ir VcrticG!.J not· The sUb;;roph of G(P4) spc: n 11 C 11 
Clvb in <l vb b" ,} At :: and the vertices not 
in nvb 
1v5 p Q. R S T 
1 v1' G Q. S 
1 u 2' G H I P R 
1 vO G H I J A 6~l: ")' M 
• • 
E R S T A C M 2 u 5 
• • 
S~T 
.... 
2 v1' E F L A t ~ L M 
• • 
2 u 2' .1 K R 
2 vO E F J 
.A E" s:- 'J" M 
3v5 II 0 T 
3 u l' C F L A c. f: L M 
• 
3 v 2' C D N K A c D~K M 
• • 
, 
3 vO C F J A C F J" M 
• • 
4 u5 B N o P Q 
4 u l' B L 0 Q. A S~o 1- M 
• 
4 v2' D H K 11 P 
4vo B D H 
Table 6.2 
A and one facet meeting M. Since no facet ccntains both A and H, 
and there are only eiGht facets, each pseudofacet in P4 is the 
union of an element of {1,2,3,4J with an clement of [5,1',2'.0}. 
Because P4 is sinple and dual to D. neiChbourly polytope, each 
pair of facets ceets in a 2-face and hence the union of any pair 
of facets is a 3-cell. 
In Table 6.2, for each pair of facets avo, a£ [1,2,3,41. 
bE [5,1',2',0]. ',ve give thesub:..raph of tile Graph at 
-?6-
n vb, if A 
off t:,e ::-<d.rs of f;)CGts a vb CJd::littinC Q ::i:::joint path fr0m 
A to H. 
Table 6.2 Sh0 1.TS t1Qt 1 va nnd 4 V l' Dust be hlo of the 
pseudofacetsof Pt. The other tIC pseudofaccts consist of an ele-
r 
ment of £2,3 J ':.'i th an eleraent of [5,2 t]. lIenee the remaininG 
ps€udofacets are 2 v 5 ond 3 v 2 ' • 
'.Ie no\ ..... 5ho\·: thc:t these ,:..:.;udofacets c81:.not c)me from a refine-
IDent of s~7?cr3\). !i'or, let F1 , .•• ,F4 be the facets of T3, label-
led 3rbitr<:.ril~r. Since F 1 n ..• n Ii'l~ = ~, in S('B (i3)), 
Hence we would have 
But 
(1 u a) (\ (2 v 5 ) 1"\ (3 u 2 ') (\ (11- V 1 ') = fA, H } • 
(1 ua) t'\(2v5)('\(3 v2') c"I(4u1') 
= vert Pl~ \ ({G,H,I,J} U [:';,l1,S,T] U{C,D,l1,r:} U {B,L,O,Q.l) 
= [A,F,H,P]. 
Therefore our only candidates are not p~Gudofacets in P4' 
establishing t~at ~(P4) is not a refinemeot of S(~(T3;) • 
. 1 t' t 'Be ) . ~ 1~(Td -1 ) ), . It follo' .. :s eaS1 J' na Pd 1S not a refinement. of ~\O • 
with x1 and x2 principal. For, su~pose the contrary and there 
~ d-1 
exists a refinene::t nap 1: P d ~ SeT ). Each of x1 and x2 lies 
in exuctl~ d facets of Pd , and e~nctly d p~eudofacets. Hence each 
facet containing x1 (or x2) belon~s to a different pscudofacet. 
Every facet )f Pd contains eithGr =<1 .r ::2' so \"e conclude that 
the facets containins both x1 and x2 arc pseudofacets and hence 
principal faces. Si~ce the smallcEt face containinG x1 and x2 
is P 4' every f~, ~~t containinG P 4 is principal. Hence P 4 itself 
/" 
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is a principal foce. But then 'I'll' is a refinement map of P 4 
d-1 4 3 
onto <1 4-face of SeT ), 1:1hich is of t:le forUl SeT ). ':Ie have al-
ready sheJ\'fD that D'j such ffi3P exists. 'l'his contradiction concludes 
the pr)of. 
Corollar:! 6.1: For d >!j., there exist sim:)le d-polytopes F d wi th 
d+4 facets and ~:1,x2E vert Pd such that 'B(P d) cannot be expressed 
as a refinement" of ~(~~) in such a way that x1 and x2 are principal 
vertices. 
The countere-xam;"le of theorem 6.3 may be modified in a trivial 
way to yield the following tieorem. 
Theorem 6.4: For d ~4, there e~:ists a polyto;)e ~d such th",t for 
each pair i,j, O~i,j~d-1, t~crG Exist foces F. ,F. 
1 J 
such that 
dim F. = i, dim F. = j, and f0r no representation 0: ~(Q.)as a 
1 J ~ 
d 
r efinement of ~(7 ) are both F. and F. orincipal faces. 1 J ~ . 
Proof: Construct Q4 b~' truncutin;::; P 4 at A Clnd at H to produce 
two new simplicicl f2cets G1 and G~. ~e claim that no refinement ~ 
of Q,4 can have :)rincipal focel in ;)oth G1 and G2 • Fir suppose thnt 
4 
'1': Q,4 -t T yields such a refine":lent. o)tb G1 and G2 cannot be 
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be princip:ll, as .:lily p:Jir of p:::cudofaccts l:lCct. 
If G
1
' is a psc'.~\loLlcet, but C2 is n,}t, tllC d pseucl:)f~1cets 
of Q/I- other thC1n G1 define:;. rcfincnent of S('8(,r
3
») in }\ for "'hich 
A and H nre principal, a contradiction. 
Hence neither 01 nor G2 arc ~rincipDl. ,But if G1 and G2 both 
contain pri~ci?ul fnces, bot~ G1 n~d G2 contDin principal vertices. 
Hence at len:t d pseudofncets meet each of G1 and G2 • If d+1 
pseudofucets meet G1 , say, then G1 Dust be one of them and is prin-
cipol. Therefore e::actl~' d pscuJofc.ceb: nect each of G1 and G2 • 
Equivalently, cXDctly one pseulof2cct, say Cd' meets G1 but not G2 , 
and exactly one pscudof~cct, say Cd+1 , meets G2 but not G1 • Let 
the other pseudol~cets be C1 '.·.'Cd._1· Then C1, ••• ,Cd_1,CdUCd+1 
defines a refinenent of S("S(r3 )) on Ci.4 \/hich inplics a refinement 
of S('B(T3 ) in P4 \'1ith A and I·I principal, a contradiction. 
~'le may therei'Ol'c choose Fi~ G1 , Fj s;,G2 arbitrarily to satis-
fy the theore:n. 
Let Q.d be a (d-4)-fold pyramid over Q" d ~A. Assume by in-~I-
d 1 duction that Qd-1 is not a refinel:lent of T - \'Ii th principal ver-
tices in both G1 and G2 • Then ~d is a pyramid over Q,d-1 I'li th apex x, 
say. Let us assume Q.d is a refine::len t of Td \'ri th princ ipal vertic€:: 5 
in both G1 and G2, and derive a contradiction. Cnly one facet, 
namely Qd-1' of :tel docs not contain x. Hence x lies in at least 
d pseudofacets of t:le refine!:lent. Thtr,::fore x lies in e:(actly d 
Pseud~fac€ts and is principal. B:lt t~len ~, 1 is also princinal, Q- ~ 
and hence the f·:n'-OJicld.en ref::ne::1Gnt is induced in Qd-1. 
Therefore F. and F. satisf~' tr.e theorem if F. and F. meet 
. 1 J 1 J 
G
1 
and G2 r€Sgectivel~,and are si~~lici31. For, all the vertices 
of F. and F. '-lill be principal, ~llld ot least one lies in G1 and 1. J 
one in G2 • A suitable ch~ice nay be always be ~ade by taking Fi 
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and Fj to be ryr~~ids over faces of G1 anJ G2 , rcsptctively. This 
concludes t~e pr~of. 
An i-foce and a j-face of a d-simplcx meet in a face of di-
i+j-d. Hence if K. and K. ore an i-face and 
1 J 
a j-face of a d-l'olytope Q, Gilch tl:at 
dimt'K.('\l:.) < i + J. - "d, 
\ 1 J 
both Ki and Kj cannot be principal if ~(~) is expressed as a re-
el . 
finement 0f ~(T ). Part of theorem 6.4 is easily satisfied. 
To sum up, rnr d~4, ~'le :wve example.s ",here pairs of faces, 
neither of which iG a face of the other, cannot both be principal. 
Hence theorem 1~.3, stating that an~' to\ter of faces may be chosen 
as principal, is, in a sense, the best .·ossible. 
3. Refinements ',lith t' .. ;o ')rinc~'.)Ql ver"ticc:~: ""ositive results +. • 
For snall nun'Jers of facots, t:'1€ desired refinements do exist. 
Theorem 6.5: If l:E:"d., x1 ,X2 E vert P, and P has d+2 fncets, 
/. then there exists a refinement nap 'f':' P "-'Td such that x1 and 
x2 are principa~ vertices. 
Proof: ~e proceed by induction on d. The case d = 1 is trivial. 
Assume the result for d-1 cH1fl consid.er ;--£ -pd. Let F be the s::lallest 
face con ta i1:in[; x1 and x2 • There are at r.lOst two face ts not con-
taining x1 , and at most t~o ~ot ~ontDi~in~ x2 • Hence there are 
at most four f~ccts not contai~i~: F, and so F has at most four 
facets. 
Therefore F is either a si~plcx or n quadrilcteral, anti either 
and X0 are joineJ by an ed:e, or there €xirits a third vertex x1 L. 
~3 joined by an e~:e to'~1 and x2 • In the first case, theorem 4.3 
yields the desired result. 
In the sec·~nd cB!::e, consider t;-,(! v:::rLex fiGure P/x3• At 
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least one f~cet of F docs not cont~in is u (d-1)-
polytope with ut nost d+1 f~cet~. By induction, we may choona a 
refinemen t in P /x~ ~Ii th 
, ~ 
[ V .. ]/-r 
.1\.1'0· .... J'~' 
.J ) as principal ver-
ticGs. USil"!C le:.1)l<1 4.1 and i~1i:D .. ~inc tile proof of theorem '~.3 
we obtain the ~c5ired result. 
Th~ remaininG cases are d = 4 and d = 5, with·d+J facets. 
Refinements do exist, but we post~onc the proof until the next 
chapter. 
Rathei than consider restricted classes of polytopes, we will 
be less ambitio~s i~ our choioe of coci?lex to embed in the boun-
dary of a d-polytope with two preassicned principal vertices. 
The follow,inC theoren merely sto.tes \'lell-~:noHn fncts concerning 
polytopes in the language of rcfincnsntD. 
Theorem 6.6: If ~ is one of the followinG pseudocomplexes, then 
for any pair of vertices x1 ,x2 of ad-polytope P, 'B(F') contains 
'a refinement of S(~) for which x1 and x 2 are principal (that is, 
correspond to the suspension points). 
a. 
b. 
c. 
A set of d distinct points. 
A complex satisf~inc the ~heorem for d-1. 
s(d-1)("B(T1 » (vil1C;re Sen) denotes taking suspensions 
n times). 
d. If d = 3, S(!(T2». 
Proof: a. The C:J-complex S(") corresponcls to a set of d disjoint 
arcs from x1 to x2 and hence part a folloV1S from the d-connected-
ness of G(?). 
Let H. be hyper')lanes such that P "II - [x 1 l' - 1 2 and _ _ Ill. ., _ " 
111
assume H1A TI2 I 1, as we may easily do. Choose 
a Eo H1" :12 \ Uf3ff F I F is a facet of p.l • 
. L6 t H be a h:;,perplane strictly ::;cp3ra tint; a and P and Ie t TT: P ~ H 
/. 
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be r<ldinl !Jrojection i/ith centre a. 'l'11on 7TPis u (d-'i)-polytope, 
Dnd nX1 ,rr:,:~) E vert TT:~. 18 t 
"Pi 
'P,) 
(,. 
= 
= 
[L<' I Ii' € t(G).' G i:3 Q facet of P, D is beyond aJ, 
[if I ?f Z(G), G is a facet af P, a is bcnenth GJ, 
and let P. = u7> .• ~ ~ 
It is \vell-:moun that rrl- : P.~TTP 
!" • ~ 
and that 
~ 
ITlp () p : Pi() P2~ bd TIP 
12' 
is a refinement map 
defines a cornbina torial isomorphis!:l of 'P~ n"1'2 and 'B(TTP). IIence 
'S(P) conbins • 1 • c::n ~:::onorp.11C copy of ~(rrp) v~ich contains Xi and x 2 • 
Hence for any refincl1cnt in 'BerT?) there i:: an i50"lo1'phic refine-
ment in "Be?). 
c. An easJ' inducti ':c proof SLO·.l;.3 th;; t S(d-1) ('8(71 ) is horneo-
morphic to a (,:::'-1 )-sphere nnu tb.1 tit is the union of hlo (d-i)-
balls intcrsectillG in a (d-2)-sphere cont3inillG the suspensi~n 
. 1 
points. Observe t~at ~(T ) itself is si~pl~ a set af tvo distinct 
points. 
UsinG the notatio~ of part b, in bd P, Pi and P2 are (d-1)-
balls neetinr; in the (d-2)-sphere P1 (\P2. Since 1'1f'l"P2 is cora-
binatorially iso~orphic to the bou~dary con.lex of a (d-1)-polytope, 
~l'lrp2 is a refinement of S(d-2)(-S(T1 ») by induction, 1t/ith 
refinement rna? 
't': p1np2~s(d-2)(OS(?1)), 
for which x1 and x2 are principal. 
Extendi!lS t, defined on bel Pi and bd P 2 to a homeomorphism 
~: Pivp2~s(d-1)('8(~1~,) 
yields the desired refinenent. 
d. Let r1 , r2 , f3 be three disjoint arcs froll Xi to x2 and let 
D1 , D2 , D3 be t:H~ three connected conponents of bd P \ (r1 v r2 \J r3). 
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The D. are Clpen 2-cd1s and C. = c1 D. are 2-ce1l5. Then 
111 
C1 ,C2 ,C3 61'e the p~eudofacet~ of Q refinc~ent of S(~(T2) in 
13(p) for which x1 nnd x2 are pr-inci}:ul vertices. 
This concludes the proof o~ the theorcc. 
Lt. Conjectures 
Parts c and d of theorem 6.6 motivate the following conjec-
ture. 
Conjecture 6.1: For P ~d. £ , for preussi~nr:lent o:f 
principal vertices there exists n rcrincment map 
t: P'-' S(d-2)(T2 ). 
For d = 2, S(O)(T2) = T2, and there are three principal 
vertices. '.te have sho\m that three vertices may be prcassie;ned 
as principal for a refinement map t: p ~T2, so the conjecture 
is true in this case. 
, 
For d ~3, there are b,o princip~,l vertices to preassign. 
Theorem 6.6d states that the conjecture is true for d = 3. For 
d ~ 4, nothinG is lenoi'm. 
Conjecture 6.2: For d:>-3, there exists Qde-pd such that the 
principal vertices may not be preassigned arbitrarily in a refine-
ment map 
'1': Q
d
4 S(d-3) (~) .. 
For (0) 3 -~ d = 3, S (T) = ~, and so there are four principal 
vertices. As \·/e have seen, the trinl:[;ular prisTl is a sui table Q3. 
For d ~4, there are tHO principal vertices. The counterexam-
f t ' ~ 2 . . ~ , I C\ F pIe P4 0 neorem o. 1S a SU1~~D e~. or d ~ 5, nothing is 
kno\,on. 
The followin~ conjecture is a ~atural generalization of Balin-
·ski's theorem concerninc the d-co~nec~edness of polytopes. ~or 
d 
P£'P , x1 ,x2 c vert P, a stron;'; j-c~nin of faces joining x1 and x2 
I· 
07 
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is a sequence of j-fQces of P su~h that x...,€ F l:- n 
and clin F. n F. 1 = j-1, i = 1, ..• ,n-1. 
1 1+ 
C0nje~ture G.3: Ii'or peopd, x1 ,x2€ vert P nnd d1 , ... ,dkeIN 
that Cj is a ~tronc dj-chain fro~ :1 to x 2 ' and 
if j -I 1. 
choins C. such 
J 
Cj () C1 =[x1,x2~ 
If d1 = ••• = dd = 1, the conjecture DEserts that x1 and x2 
are joined by d disjoint paths, a stntencnt ~e know to be true. 
If d = 3, any pair of vertices ore joined ~y a path and a disjoint 
facet choin, so the conjecture is true in this case also. However, 
for d ~ if-, not~inc is known, even for the spec ia1 case of a path 
and a disj~int focet chain. 
If P is expressed as a rc:ine~ent of d-1 S(~(~ )), with x1 
and x2 as princip2l vertices, there exist diEjoint dj-pseudofaces. 
These pseudofaces are suspensions of a ~et of disjoint (in the 
usual set-theoretic sense) (dj -1)-fac,,".s of 'r
d
-
1
• It may be shovln 
that each d j - pseudof2.cet contains a strons dj-cl',ain fro)":! x1 to x2 " 
Hence the conjecture is true for r. 
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1 • Definitions ~~d nrelimin~rics . 
Let C be a ·d.-Gcc with facets ond suppose that 
F ('I F 1 
. n n+ 
is a (d-2)-face. Then· F u F 
n 11+1 is a (d-1)-ccll. Let 
G. = F.,i = 1, •••. , n-1, and. G = F v F 1~ If G1 , ••• ,Gn are 1 1 n n n+ 
the.facets of a d-Gcc D, we say tl~t D is obtained from C by 
splicin.ld the facets Fn and F
n
+1 , or b:,r deletinG the (d-2)-face 
F () F 
n n+1. 
Fig. 7.1 depicts a cube C with its us~al facial structure 
as a polytope, in ~lich the facets F5 and FG nay be spliced to 
yield a 3-gcc D isomorphic to a triangular prism. In D, G, and 
+ 
G5 may be spliced to produce 0 3-.:;cc E, isomorphic to a simplex. 
Any triangular ~nd Dny square face of D may be spliced, but no 
pair of square facets may be s~)liced. For, G3 n (G2 u G5 ) is not 
connected and hence cannot be a cell, but t~c definition of ~cc 
requires that the intcrsectio:1 of fe.cos be a face, and ull non-
E 
-
/ 
FiG. 7.1 
empty faces arc cells. Therefore G? ond Gr.: may not be spliced. 
.... ) 
~~re conclucle tilnt for d ;,:3, n d-Gcc mo.y contain (d-2)-faces 
which may not be deleted. It is cleer that any vertex of a 2-gcc 
which is not a simplex may be cl~l~ted. 
Al though :'re \fill be concerned primarily \'ri th splicing pairs 
of facets, vIe remark that the above def'ini tion may be extended 
to splice any number of facets of C \lhose union is a (d-1 )-cell. 
For instance, for pc'Pd. x€vert P; the facets of ast(xj'8(P» 
may be spliced to yield a gtc i~onorphic to the pyramid over the 
vertex figure at x. By splicin~ facets. we shall mean splicing 
pairs of facets unless otherwise indicated. 
The main object of this chapter is to prove that for d = 4,5, 
d-polytopes with d+3 facets are refinements of the d-simplex with 
blo preassiGned ~rincipal verticGs. "de shall need several lemmas. 
Lenoa 7.1: Le t C be a d-Gcc \·li th face ts F l' ••• , F n+1 such that 
'F v ••• u F 1 m n+ is a (d-1)-cell. Then F , ••• ,F 1 may be spliced L1 n+ 
if and only if for all 
K = n1. :t~f71' •••• Fm_1!, 
the set 
K rt(F U ••• uF 1) 
m' n+ 
is a face of K or is a cell uhich is a union'of facets of K. 
Proof: Let G. = F., i = 1, ••• ,m-1, and G = F u ••• uF 1. 1 1 mm n+ 
To show that the given condition is necessary, suppose that 
for sorae 3~[F1, ••• ,Fn-J t!1e Get 3 = 1:r'I(J
m
U ••• VF
n
+1 ) is 
neither a face of 1: nor a union of facets of 1: t but G1 , ••• , Gm 
ar.e the facets of a d-Gcc D. Then B is a face in D and hence D 
cell. Since B is not D union of fncets in C of 1: , B contains 
fac€ ts in C of ~~ . Hence each facet in r of ,- is of the form 'J n 
1~ n F., j = 1, ••• ,2-1 (al thouGh n DC t of this form need not pe 
J 
no 
<1 fc:eet of :: ) . Tl1':;1'c:('01'e C3C:1 f~j c c t in C of- t, 1: n F. = 1: n G., J J 
is f3cet in !) of " . B 1 " a h. .:.>lncc ~o.j fnce ('If D, n i'-' intersection n j) ._) an 
of facets in D of ~. But this io ~ contr~dicti0n, since B would 
then be. an int2rc:-eccion of f:Jc"t~~ in C of ~:; th3t is, a f:1ce in 
C of J:. T:li:3 cs-c::blishe::;; the rG!~'ll t in one direction. 
To show that the Given condit~on is sufficient, suppose it 
holds. Define D to be the set C :·ri tll boundary structure 
P"BD(D) = {G. (l ••• "G. I [i1 , ••• ,i,.1sf1 , •••• mH. 11 1,_ l\. 
-l\. 
Ve clnin that D is a gcc. 
A boundarj' strL<.ctur€ is incl'clccd. on €ach fnce Fe 'eD (D) by 
~D(F) = [?f"IG I G£ ~D(D), F¢Gl. 
It is clear. that if Fe '\ (:» and Ge 'b en, then Ge ~D (D). _ 
Also, if F,G€~)(D), thcn F(1G€.oaD():,. 
It remains to s11o\'/ that each Fe oaD(D) is a gcc. Assume 
by induction thnt the re5ul t :lOlds lor k-(;cc' s, k ~ d-1. The resul t 
is clearly true for 2-Gcc's. 
/- In the first c<:1se, F€"8D(D), F'!/;.Gm• Then F is of the form 
F = n 3, 0 -I ~, 'J s f F 1 ' ••• , F m-1 1. 
Either FnG
m 
is a face in C of F, in ';lhich case "Bn(F) = 'Be(F) 
and F is a gec, or F (1 G is a cell and a union of facets of F. 
In 
In the latter case, we show by induction that the facets of F 
in F n G may be 5'01 iced. m • The rewaining facets of F are of the 
form F('\F., ilE [1, ••• ,n-1$, althouGh n')t all such sets are facets 1 
of F. LetJ be a face of F which is an intersection of some of 
the:::e remail:ins 1'accts. Then J = nh, h~f?1' .•. ,F
m
_1J. and hence 
J (\ (G "F) = J()G is a face m f.l 
face ts of J, b~1 t:1C hYI-'othesi5 
sumption, F is a Gec. 
In the second case, if 
of J or C) cell 
of ~h€ 1 e:!lr:la • 
?~G 
ra' 
-;Jhich is a union of 
B~I the inductive as-
F ~ G , then since 
m 
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ft' ;t' G , for Sr);le i£ [1, .•• ,r.1-13, [,'s it', = G,. Therefore Fe "8I)(G 1,), m 1 1 
and since G, is a Gee by the first case, F is a d-gec. 
1 
The third 6ase is G itself. But G is a (d-1)-cell by uszump-
m m 
tion, and by the first two caseS ~ll its f~ecs are cce's. Hence 
G is a gec. 
m 
·.!e have nOll snO\-ffi thot the el.cments of "8D(D) are GCc's. This 
concludes the proof. 
Lemma 7.2: Let X* = [F1, ... ,Fn~ be a dual diaGram of P€t!pd. 
Then F1 and F2 cay be spliced only if for all Vsi* such that 
I· 
O€ relint conv Y, 
OE conv(Y \ rF1 i), 
O.€ conv(Y \ [F21), 
it is true that 
Proof: Assume F'l ~nd F2 may be spliced to form a Ccc C. Then each 
face Ie of P, KiF1 , I\~F2' is a face of C. IjGlJce Kn(F1 U F2 ' 
is eit~cr empty, or a cell. Since a cell is connected, if 
TranslatinG this statement into dual cli:?cram terr.1S eives us 
the lemma. Let Y ~e t~E coface of K. Then K is a face, so 
OErelint conv Y. If Kf"IF1 ;t' 0, thon j{flF1 is a face of P and 
hence for some Y1~ y \ ["f,1 1, OE relint conv Y1' Converse1:;, if 
O€ convey \ (F1~)' tl:ere is a uniquG face R1 of the polytope 
conv()~' \ 0;;'15) ccntaininG 0 in itr: relative ir.terior. ChoosinG 
Y1 = R1 fI (y \ fF 1 J;, ::e see t!1at Y1 is t:1e cO.:ace of the face 1\ n li'1' 
S··l l' Kn7 .1r1 1m1 a r y, h • ') ~ I 
,-
is nO':l proved. 
if and only if and 
LemL"w 7,3: Let 
') 
dia.:-;rarn in E'- of 
'''>"t ,. 
--
r. () 
-'.)\.)-
[- -} ,., Ti' l.'1'···"./o., ":' c...+-.; 
P€ ~d. 'J:'hen 1" 1 and 
uc u contracted dual Gale 
1" 2 mu~' be spliced if and 
only if ei tllcr :;;1 c:md F2 are tliunctricc:11y op);osi te, or, 1"1 and 1"2 
lie on adjacent diaucters, and J1 is adj~ccnt to an empty end of 
the dinr:\eter of ~'2 ~md F2 is adjacent to an empty end of the dia-
meter of 1"1' 
Proof: To show that the Given con~ition is sufficient, let K 
be a face of P contained in at least one facet of P ather than 
is a face of K or a cell which is a union of facets of K. We may 
assume without loss of generality that P is not a pyramid, and 
hence no point of x~ lies at the oriGin, for it is easy to see 
that facet sp1icinGs in a d-pyramid are precisely those induced 
. . 
by sp1icings of (d-2)-faces in the bsse. 
- -K ('.1"1 11 F2 , As in the proof of lemna 7.2, Y1' Y2 and Y12 may be 
computed from Y as fo1101;IS. Since K f'\ F1 ~ F l' F 14Y1' Let 
S1 = conv(Y \[F1}) 
and let R1 be the face of 31 containinG 0 in its relative interior 
if 0 E S1' and ~ otheruise. Then 
Similarly, S2 and R2 , and 512 and R12 , are defined with respect 
to K('.F2 and KrtF1 "F2 , respectively. 
He now prove tha t the cOllJ.i tions of t:1C lemma imply that 
if 0 £ S1 and 0 £ S2' then 0 e S12' (This is the necessary con-
dition imposed 'oJ lemma 7,2.) 
In the first case, assune F1 and F2 lie on adjacent diameters 
as described in t~e h."pothesis of the lemma and assune 0 E S1' 
O€S2' but ot s12 , Since 
\\Ie have 
since 
we have 
S12 f'l pos {-F1] ~ 0. 
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IL 
I 
FiC. 7.2 
Because S12 is compact and convex, and pos {F1,F21 is closed 
and convex, there exists a line L' strictly separating these two 
sets. A translate of L' 3uP90rts pos {F1 ,F2J in OJ call this 
translate L. The choice of F and Fn now aSsures us that all the 1 c. 
points of Y* on the 2~me sidci 1f L as S12 lie in 
rclint pos f-F1,-F2J and hence 
S12~ rclint pos [-F1 ,-72 J. 
But 
This contradiction establishes -t::.at if C f: S1 and 0 € S2' then 
In the seC0nd coset F1 and 7,) are cianetricallJ' opr-esi t~. 
L.. 
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The proof is Gir:lil:u to that o·r the fil'~3t C:::GC. ',:e do not need 
the secol1(l case in the. sequel, so \,e \lill not Co into details. 
The re.iW inder of the pr:>of cOllsi:;ts of ::;ho\·:in[; tha t in tHO 
dimensions the condition that (\ E S1 and 0 E S2 inply 0 E S12 
is sufficient 3S ~:ell as neceSS::1r.; for facet sp1icinC. 
or or 
K ()(F1UF2)<;;;~:rlF1' and hence :: ('\(}'1UF2) is 0 face of K. 
Assume therefore that 1:nCF1UF2)¢,F1' 1~(i(F1VF'2)¢F2. 
':1e r.lust prove that 1: () (F1 v F2) is a cell \thich is a union of 
facets of K. Equiv31ent1y, ve require, if dim K = k, that 
din K rl F1 = din ;: f"\ F2 = 1:-1, 
d · l' '" n'" - '- 2 ,1m" n 1'1 LI2 - 1.- • 
Using the formula re1ntins the dicension of a face and the dimen-
sian of its cofoce in the dual dincrau, 
Hence 
. card Y1 - dim lin Y1 1 = card Y2 - dim lin Y2 - 1 = k-1, 
card Y12 - dim lin Y12 - 1 = k-2. 
k = card Y1 
= card Y2 
dim lin Y1 
dim lin Y2 
= card Y12 - dim lin Y12 + 1 
is what ve need to prove. 
Since S12 -I ¢, there are t:1re€ cases: dim lin Y12 = 0, 1, 2. 
Since no poicts of X· lie at 0, dim lin Y12 = 0 is impos-
sible. 
If dim lin Y12 = 1, the diaueter of Y12 contains points of 
Y12 at both ends. Ciloice of 1;'1 and F2 dictates that F1 and F2 
are strictly sepnr~ted by this diameter. But since 
dim lin Y12 :; 1, one of the o)cn ha1fspncGs determined by this 
diameter contains at cost one ]oi~t of Y. This point is one.of 
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Hence for i ~ 1,2, 
card Y. 
1 
din lin Y. = card Y - 1 
1 
dim lin Y = le, 
card Y12 - clirn lin Y1:2 = co.rd Y - 2 - dim lin Y = 1-:.-1. 
as required. This concludes the fir2t co.se. 
In the second cL,se, F1 and F'2 are di~netrically OPl")osi te. 
The proof is the same as in the first cnse, except when 
dim lin Y12 = 1. It is then possible for F1 and F2 to lie on the 
same diameter as Y12. But then 
Y1 = Y \[ F), 
Y2 = Y \ {F2 L 
Y12 = Y \fi1'~'21, 
so the dimensions of and xnF ()F 1 2 are as required. 
:;e have nO\'1 sho\iYl. tho. t if F1 and F 2 so. tisfy the conditions of the 
lemma, then F1 and F2 may be s)liccd. 
In the other C:irectior:, \':e no''[ shoO,! that if F1 and F2 fail 
/. to satisfy the condi tions of t:'l€ lenu:m, He can find Y S X* such 
that 
o Econv(Y \{F11), 
o E conv.CY \(F2 1) , 
but 
Then by lemma 7.2, F1 and F2 may not b~ spiiced. 
';;e 2SSU:1e that X* is contro.ctcd.j t~at is, no two di<:lmeters 
have adjacent empty ends. Asain, we assume no points of X* lie 
at O. There are scv9ral cases to consia.cp. Assume that F1 and 
F2 do not satirf:y the co'ndi tions of t:,e ler.li!lB. 
In t!1e first cGse,' F1 and F2 occupy the sa:ue dinmeter. Since 
they are not at op~osite ends, they Dust coincide. If there· exists 
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to F::tnd 1 let 
v - f7 7" -11' 1 
J. - 4'1"')' -,. 
L. ) 
If the end o11')osi te F1 and. Fr) i~ Cni>t.~l, t:1C h!o diaElc ters adjacent 
• • L, 
to this enpty end :re occupied, ·oincc ~. is contracted, by a point 
F 3 on one sicl~ onc~ Ii'4 on the ot!1C r. Let 
Y fi:;' -;;- -F "7 1 = "1'"'2' 3,111->· 
In the cecond ca~e Ii' and F occupy adjacent diameters, and 
.' ~,' 1 . 2 
arc adjacent to each other. If bot~ of the opposite ends of these 
diameters are occ~pied by points and F 4' sa~', let 
Y f~ -F F ~ J = .:. l' 2' 3 ' 1 '+ • 
If the end opposite F1 is occu~ied by F3, say, and the end oppo~itG 
F2 is empty, let F, be adjacent to this en~ty end, but not coin-
+ 
cident with F3• Let 
y = n:~1,F2,F3,F4L 
Both ends op:?ositc to F1 and I~2 ccmnot be cnl1ty, because if this 
vlere the cn5e and F1 and F2 ',Jere adjacent, j. would not be 
-contr2cted; if F1 and FI2 "Iere not adj3cent, F1 and F2 i'[ould satisfy 
the conditions of t;1e le!!lI!la. 
In the third. case, the diameters of F1 and F2 are not adjacent. 
Again, if both opposite ends are occupied by 13 and F4, say, let 
Y = {F1 ,F2 .F3,F4 }. 
If the end apposi to Ii'1' say, is e:nr>ty, there exists a point F 3 
adjacent to this eepty end such that 
Let 
Y = {F1 .F2.F3 }. 
There are no ot:1er l)Ossibilities. Thus either F1 and F2 satisfy 
lemma 7.3 or they fail lemma 7.2. Tilis concludes the proof. 
~!e will see (t:1eorem 7.1) that a d-Gce "lith d+2 facets is 
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polytop31. lIence ::;rlicint~ a Fair of faceta of a d-polytol)€ \'Ii th 
d-t.3 f~cets' yields a'pol~rto))()l a-cec. In General, for d;;'4, it 
is not kno~m \'/hethcr !3plicinc tl p6ir of facets of a polytofml 
d-GcC yields a polytopal d-ccc, ·nlthcugh it may be conjectured 
that this is the case. 
Gi ven a cl-Gcc, it may be poss.ible to use lemma 7.1 to con-
struet a d-gce with fewer facets. For instance, if x is a vertex 
of p~~d, the facets not containin~ x nay be spliced to yield 
a d-ccc 1sonor:)ilic to the pyranicl over the vertex fiGure at x. 
The inverse of s~licinc a pair of facets is called facet 
splitting_ Barnette (1975' defines fncet splittinG for ~ccts 
directly in the followinG wey. 
Let C be a d-ccc. A (cl-1)-ccll I is said to separate C if 
C \ K has h/o connonents C1 and C2 such tha t C1 V 1\ and C2 v K 
are d-cells. The cell ~ is ~Qid to split C provided 
1. relint Ks: relint C, reltcl Kb: relbd C, 
2. K separates C, 
3. for every facet P of C, K" F is a cell (!)ossibly 0), 
4. if 1: meets a face F of C, "t:len either FG K, J? r') K 
is Cl f;;,cc of ""l or K" F se:para tes F_ 
If K splits C, then the d-cclls C. V t: are d-8CC' s if the 
1 
faces of C. v l~ 
1 
are defined to be sets of the form 
( C i uK) '" F, F € eC ( C) , 
K (\ F, F € eC ( C) • 
To define facet splittinG, let D be a d-ccc with facets 
G1 , ••• ,G. :!e I1Clj' split the facet G 'u~' a (d-.2)-cell K to ::ield n  n v 
tvlO ne';! (d-1)-scc ts;! and F 1" If t:1E' (d-1)-ccl1s n n+ 
G1 , . - • ,Gn_1 , F n' Fn-l-1 define n ne'.r sec structure B, ';!G say thn t B, 
or an; Gce isoI1or~~ic to B, is co~structed froc C by splittin~ 
facet G • 
n 
-9'1--
In ccner3l, there vill. be Dore then ono ~uy to split D pnr-
ticular facet depcndin~ on the choice of splittin~ face, in coo-
trost to facet splicinG, ~:hcI'e tIle rC!3ul t is uniquel:r determined 
b~' the ch':'licc of the facets to be f.:plicccl. 
Barnette and GrUnbaum (19G9) ~iscuss fncet splitting for 
3-polytopes as a method of proof 01 Stcinitz's theorem. If G 
f Pe on3 is a facet 0 r Clncl E i::· aline sosnen t mee tins reI in t G, 
both of ~bose end;oints lie in rcIbcl G, then it is easy to see 
that E splits G into 2-cells G1 cnJ G2 , and that the resulting 
complex is a gcc. 
Barnette and Gr~nbaum prove that C is polytopal by shoving 
that a polytope Q reClIizins C may be constructed by rotating G2 
slightl:! abo'..lt the edce E and novi!':;:; the other faces of P suitably, 
ClS in Fig. 7.3. 
Furthermor~t every Q€~3 other than the simplex may be con-
I. structed from the simplex by a sequence of facet splittings. 
Equivalently, ~ contains a pair of f~cets which may be spliced. 
For d ~ 4, spii Uine a facet of a d-bcc need not yield a d-gcc. 
Facet splittin~s yieldinc sec's are characterized in the following 
lemma. A d-gcc C is said to be s~ at the k-face G provided 
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F lies in exactly d-~ facets dE C. 
Lenmn 7.3 (]~rnette (1975)): Let C La a d-Gcc ond G a facet of 
C split by n (1-2)-coll K. The facet splittinG yields a d-ccc 
if and only if every face F \'111ic;1 is spl i t by F n K is simple 
in C. 
',:e . shall see in section ? ./~ tho t for d ;. l'r there exist 
d-polytopes - even simple d-polytopes - which cannot be constructed 
by facet splittin:. 
2. Polytopes and facet splittinc 
Theorem 3.2 stated that a d-ccc with d+1 facets is isomorphic 
to a d -simplex and hence is pol~'to)al. 
Theorem 7.1: A d-gcc with d+2 fscets is polytopal. 
Proof: Let C be 3 d-Ccc with d+2 facets. There are two cases. 
In the first case, C contains a vertex x lying in d+1 facets. 
The remaininG facet G is a (d-1)-Gcc with d+1 facets. By induction, 
assume that G is polytopal. T~erefore C is isomorphic to the pyra-
mid over G and is ~olyt0pal. 
In the second cnse, each vertex of C is simple. Let x be 
any vertex 1f C and let G1 and 02 be the t,fO facets of C not meet-
inG x. Barnette (1975' proves that G1 UG2 is a (d-1)-cell and 
that a d-Gcc iso30rphic to C nay be constructed by splitting a 
face t ,)f the d-sir:1plex. 
:le ','fill nO' .. l :~'rove that s~li-G-tir:2: D. f~'cet of the simplex Td 
yields a polyto;:al cl-ecc. Le t t::€ :;:','cets of Td be F 0 I ••• , F d 
and let K be a (d-2)-cell splittins '0 into (d-1)-cells G1 and G2 , 
the theorem is true, so uSSllue d~3. Let 
/. 
)~') = ,:~ 
X = 0 
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(vert 'i'cl f"'I G2 ) \ I':, 
1: () vert Td , 
X 3nd strictly separatinG 
o 
X1 and X2 , and let L=H()Li'. o r~':l(? (d-2)-c011 L splits F into o 
two (d-2)-cc1ls H1 and H2 • The ~et Td becones a d-gcc B with facets 
F·1 , ••• ,F" ::1' H'). '.Ie clai:n t;1al :s is isonorphic to D. a c.. 
The cOl:J.bina tod.ul ty~e of a ccc is de tel'mined by knoNledc;e 
of uhich vertices be10nc to \'lllic;: Lcets.· '.:e prove th::lt B~D 
by exhibi tin3 a bijection 'h VC1't B -t vert D such that 
F. , 
1 
f(vertB Hi) - vertn Gi , i = 1,2. 
d 
Define + as t~e identity on vert T. The remaining vertices 
of B are of the forn Ln relint;~ for an edGe E = conv fx1,x2J 
of Td such that X 1 € X1 , X 2 E.X2 • '2very SUC]1 edge determines a 
vertex of B. On the other hnnd, Y also meets relint E, since 
x1 and x 2 are not connected in F \ lZ. o Since K () E separ~tes E, 
K() E is a O-cell; that is, a point. l1oreover, for each edge E 
not of the above form, E is not split by K nor do we have E£K, 
so K ('l relint E =: ¢. 
'~e conclude that for an ed::;e of 'I,d, K() relint E -t 0 if and 
only if Ll"lrelint:~ -t 0. Hence t(:C;('lL) = E('lK defines a bijec-
tion for the re!1J ininc verticE S of B. It is cle~:r tha t * is the 
desired bijection. 
Hence Band D are isomorphic. 
In order to show that 3 is .olyto~al, let H be a hyperplane 
o 
~ontaining L and strictly Eeparatin~ vert Td \ (X
o 
u X2 ) from X2 
and 
p = 
let U~ be the closed halfsPJce it bounds containing X1 • Then 
Td ('\ U- is a d-!)ol:;to)e \d t:: 0.+2 face ts ~hos€ boundary qonplc:x 
o 
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is isomorphic to B. (Intuitively, r is conotructed by rototinG 
the facet "G2 of B sli~ltly ab~ut tho f~ce L.) 
This conclude~ the proof. 
It is not }:no~m ';!hether evr;r;; d-Gcc C \'Ii th d+3 facets is 
polytop~l. H~ni (1972) has sho~m that every trianGulation of 
the (d-1 )-sphere v:i th d+3 lacets is polytopal. By the above lemma, 
splicing a pair of focets of C yields a polytopal d-gcc. In par-
ticular, if C itself is polytopal, facet splicinc yields a poly-
tapal d-ccc. 
Conjecture 7.1: Spli6ing a pair of facets of a polytopal d-gcc C 
yields a polytopal d-ccc. 
The conjecture is clearly true if d = 2. Steinitzts theorem 
impl ies that the conj ectclre is true for d = 3. For d ~ 4, if C 
has d+4 or ~ore facets, nothinc ~s known. 
3. Refinemen ts 
In this scction we will finally settle the case of refinements 
of the siraplex '.:1 to tvo preassi2;:1ed p:dnci;;al vertices for d-poly-
t~pes with d+3 facets, d = 4,5. 
Lemma 7.4: If C is a d-gcc o"btoined f1'·:'u a d-ecc D by deletin!~; 
a (d-2)-face K, connon to facetG Pi and F2, t~en D is a refinement 
of C, and the non--rr:i"ncipal faces are precisely those faces F \"/hich 
lie in F1 or F2 and ccntain Cl face of l~ \'lhich is sir.J.ple in D. 
Proof: By theore:-.l 3.1, the d-scc's C and ;) may be assumed to have 
the same underl~7in::: set. The!1 the identi t:; raup from C to D yields 
the deGired r€finc~cnt map. 
7 2 F01~ d = I. '" p~ Of> Q ~ t p The::He!:1 .: ~.,::>, <; ,x1,x2~ vel' , if P has d+3 
facets, there e:-::ist~ a refineElc:1t nap t: p ~ Tel such that Xi 
"and x2 are princi~al vertice~. 
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'l'he first s tC:1 is to GX::l'1inc t;:c C::1se in \!hich thC're exists 
a third vertex ~3 joined by an cd:e to x1 and x2 • In this CDSC, 
if the the :)rSlll is trl:C for d-1, \fe Pel:; ewe the tlrc;umen t of the oren' 
6.5 to establisi the result for d. 
Let F be the Ernollest face of r containinc both x1 and x2 • 
~here are at nost t~r€e facets containins x1 but not x2 ' and three 
t . . 1 X bu" no.L, x1 • can all111 S 2 v - 1';le rCD.ainins f.:tcets contain F. Hence 
F has at most six f~cets. 
We may choose d facets coeting x1 such that the d outer nor-
mals nre linearly independent. The face F lies in at l~ast d-3 
of these facets, aad, since their fa,;et normals are linearly in-
dependent, the intersection of these d-3 facets is 3-dimensional. 
Hence dim F~3. 
If dim F = 1, F is the ed~c[x1,x2J, and the theorem follows 
from theorem 4.3. 
If dim F = 2, the third vertex x'3 exists, or [x1' x2J is 
an edge, unless F is a hexaGon. To see that F cannot be a hexagon, 
suppose the contrary and observe that since F has six facets, 
each correspondinG to a facet of P not containing F, there are 
three facets containing x1 but not x2 ' and vice versa. Hence 
both x1 and x2 are simple vertices, and F is the intersection of 
d-3 facets. Hence dim F = 3, the desiredc6ntradiction. 
If dim F = 3 and F has no more than five facets, then either 
x3 exists, or [X1 ,A2] is an ed:.;e. 
For, if F has a 5-valent vertex, F is a pyramid, and x3 exists. 
If F has a 4-valent vertex, F is constructed by splitting 
the base of a square pyramid by an edGe E. rhe possibilities 
for Fare sho'..:n ir! FiG. 7.4. If the distance (minimum path len~th) 
. '-' 
/. 
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between x1 and x2 is to be ~roater tha~ 2, at least one of x1 ,x2 
must be an end~oint of E. But Gcch endpoint of E is at distance 
no greater that 2 from every other vertex, e~t3blishing the claim. 
The remaininc c.:: se is Ii' si::J.ple ',:i th six facets. There is 
only one simvle 3-polytope with five fucet~, tIle triangular prism, 
T'- TI 
.3 
6 5 
XI~----------------~ 
Fig. 7.5 
-1C0-
'.10 find tl18t t:1<31'C ~lre only t,.:O cl:iffcrc '1t siT1::1c 3-polytopcs F 
\Vi th six f~:C6t5 - the cube un:l Lc renta::::onnl HedGE - nnd, modulo 
the co::abina torh'll ~~'rme tr~' of F, o;,c \,/O~i in each to C;loo~e a pa ir 
diograms' appear in Fie. 7.5. 
The second step is to consider the speci~l case where F is 
a cube .01' 3 pent3con~l wcd:e. In this c~se, for each vertex of 
F there are three i'ncets of P not cont8inin: it, and hence at most. 
d contoinins it. Therefore every verte~ of F is simple in P. 
Each f3cet of P contains eit~cr x1 or x2 • Hence each fncet 
containinG x1 lies in a different pseudofacet if a refinement exists, 
and similarly for x2 • Each facet contBininc x1 and x2 is prin-
cipal, and ~:o the d-3 facets cont:.::ininc F are principal. An in-
tersection of principal fuces is'princi}al; hence F itself is 
principal. 
Therefore tl...,: ~ ~T3 is a refinement map, and so the refine-
l! 
ment on P induces a refinement on F. 
We wish to find a (d-2)-face K of P, with x1,x2~ K, such 
that K may be deleted. The resultinG d-ccc Q will have 0.+2 facets 
and by theorem 7.1 vlill be pol~,·to~.::.l. By lemma 7.4, 'B(P) is a 
refinement of ~(Q) and since x1 , x24 K, x1 and x2 arc principal 
faces. Theore~ 6.5 t~en im}lies that ~(~) is a refinement of 
'R(Td ) yiith x1 and x2 principal, ::md. :16nce ~(P) is a refinement 
of ~(Td) with x1 and x2 princip~l. 
Label the f8cets of P 1, 2, ••• , d+3 so that 
X1 (; [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, ..•• d.+3] , 
x2€ [2, 4, 6, 7, 8 t ••• , d+31. 
The (cl-2)-f::lce K oust be deleted by splicinc one of [1, 3, 5J 
\,Iith one of [2, L:., 6]. Call such a splicinG admissible. If' 'lie 
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de 1 c te any other ((1-2) ··f::lcG, one or 00 tIl of the spec iul vertices 
will disap'pear, ;Jnd'uc \/ill be u!!;.,ble to c;.u'ry out the induction. 
Lemma 7.3 cstnbl ished a cri tCrion on the dunl Gale dia cram 
X· of P determinin::.; pairs of f[lccts ~,hich r:wy be spliced: if 
I and j are points of the dual Gull diaGram,such that J is adjacent 
to an empty end of the diameter containins i, and i is adjacent 
to an empty end of the diameter containinc j, then i and j may 
be spliced. Call this the splicin~'criterion. 
Let d = I~. The dU031 Gale diasram of P is constructed by 
adding a point 7 to the dual d.i3~r:c·m of F. ~'le must be careful 
to consider all t:1e possible dual clbgrams of F, ,·,hieh '.'Jill of 
courSe be isomorphic, but will differ in how a seventh point may 
be added. Ue will now show that reGardless of how J is chosen, 
an admissible splice is ah!a~rs possible. 
In the first C8£e, let F' be a cube, ,·lith a dual GalG diagram 
X· isomorphic to that of Fib 7.6a. Let B1 = ros [1,2J, 
B2 = pos [J,~Jt a3 = pos '5,~], and let W1 , W2 and W3 be the 
three c0mponents of E2, (B1 u B2 U B3 ) labelled so that 
3 
~V3 W'f 
SLf 
b 
-
\V, 'WI 
Fie. 7.6 
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B.{\cll,l. =: n. 
l. .1 
Let 'r _ - r \ r T 1 
"1 U '2 U ,y In F itself, 
the 1-fllces 11!-, 1G, 23, -';11- ') r, . 'I-r:; -' t L_/, ~ ma~ be deleted adcicsibly. 
If '7 is to interfere \Ii th a splicinS of f3CCt:.:; a ond b, \.,r!lere 
- b I ' '1 ~ n • T (''''' • • , 'I d' .. a e B. , €. B., ·C.len <;..1 • V .•. • / v(;.cr',il. sa, ll1 II Qua lei cran 1 so-
l· J 1 J 
ID0rphic to ~*u7, a and b satisfy the splicinC criterion and 
hence ma~' be s:~liccd.. Hence, if 7 E. \11 ' then there exist a E. B1 , 
b'E B2 , such ti1<l tau b is an ndnissiblc spl icc. By sJ'mmetry, 
any ch0ice of 7 yields an admissible s~lice. 
In the sEcond c[lse, Ii' is a pent:lconnl \'ledse Hi th dual Gale 
diaGram X* isomor2h ic -Co that of Fie; • 7 .Gb. Let 
B1 = pos {1,21, 
B. = pos (ij, i = 3, h 5, 6, 1 ' , 
B 
05 • r 
.. i' i = 1,3,4,5,6, Label. the five 
such that -1 €. J, • 
1. 
Let T.f _ ~. - u v' r U ',T U T r 'J 1'1 ':1 "7. '" "5'" . ,'. J 1- 0 The admissible 
Sl)lices of Fare 11.16, 2 u5, 3 v"". T,) interfere \'/i th the splice 
/. 3 U II" \ve must h:::vc '7 E \'13 u \'14 . To interfere i'li th one of the splices 
2 v5· or 1u6,.i'le :JD.st have -7 E 'T U T., U n 
"1 "5 "6· Hence regardless 
of the choice of 7, there exis~s an admissible splice for P. 
Hence an ad.":l.issible s:)lice al\-mys c:is"ts and P nlay be expres-
sed as a refinement in the desired fas1lion. 
For d = 5, since the result is true for d = 4, if there 
exists x3 Evert P j ,:.-ined b~' an cclGc to x1 and x 2 , then the ar-
gument of theoreu G.5 yields t~e desired refinement in P. 
If no such vertex e:dsts, or;ce az;ain tile smallest face F 
containing x1 and x2 is a ct;be or a tenta::.;onal vlec1G€, and the dual 
diaCram of P is obtained by addius two roints ~ and ~ to the dual 
diagram X* of F. 1e now sho~ that, except for a few cases, there 
is an admissible splicinl; for P. 
/. 
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In t;w fir;.;t c:t::'c, F is ~ cube. USLi3" the nok1tion tlefined 
\"rhen (li!3cu~sin;.:; d:= L~, He Gce J~;;G t 7 and 8' interfere vii th splices 
only if the~T 1 is in ",J. If 7,3 E: ':11 , su~' , then 3v6 and 4u5 
arc ~dmissible s?lices. UsinG t:1e synnctr~' of X· , "le may assume 
without 1055 of ~encrality thnt 7 € '.12 ' 8" € ':1 ~ • ) 
We now determine the dual Qi~Grams Z· which do not yield ad-
rriissible splicin[;s. Since 7,3 t \'Ii' we may assume 1" and 2 are 
coincident. ~e may also assume that the diameter of ~ and ~ is 
adjacent to the diameters of 7 and 8. Otherwise an empty end of 
a diameter containinG one of 3, 4, 5, 6' intervenes, say 3, 
and then 3" and ~ satisfy the s~licinG ciondition. 
H:.1VinG assumed that 1 and 2 are coincident and that 7 and 8' 
are adjacent to T und~, the re8aininc freedom of choice involves 
the p1a ccr.J.C11 t of 3, il-, 5, 6. One, both or neither of 3 and ~ 
may lie on the diar.1cter of 7; onc, both or neither of 5' and b 
may 1 ie on the dianeter of s. The choices \'lhich yield no admis-
sible facet splittin~ are 1, 2 und 3 of Fig. 7.7. Observe that 
the transpositions (1 2), (3 4) and (5 6) are synunetries of 
the cube and hence relabellinG [1, 3, 51 as [2, '+ , 6} merely 
relabels Xi as xa and x2 as Xi. 
In the second c3se, ':fe carry out t:1e snme procedure for F 
a pentaconal wedGe. Use the same notation as for d = 4. To 
interfere \.!i th the s~'l ice 3 V'i-, or.e of "7 or 8. say "7 t must lie 
To interfere with 
2 u 5 or 1 v G, 8 Jnust then lie in ~,11 v ';:5 V~16. The three possi-
bilities are therefore: 
7 E -:13, "8 e ".'1 
7 c ':13 t S E. ';! 5 
no ad~issible splices are possib1ej 
ivG nay be f:!Jliced; 
2v5 T:13 ~' b c s p 1 ice d • 
-10'\·-
T".2 1. 
I-----''!If----+ b 
-b 
12: I , 
"if 
.3 Lf "§ 
4 
i "7 b 
<9 i 8 
~ 
7 
7..---~--__t3 
Assune 7 e ~-]3' '8 E \-11 ' and no udmissiblc splices exist for P. 
To interfere ,'lith tile splice 3 u 4, '7 and"3" must lie at opposi te 
ends of the same diameter. If ~ and 2 occupy the same diameter, 
8 must lie nt t~e opposite end. On the other hand, if.l and ~ 
are not coincident, and the dianeter of l is adjacent to the dia-
meter of ~, then the diameter of 2 Dust be adjacent to that of 5, 
and no choice of '8 interferes \·,itil 2u 5 and 1 u 6. lIenee if 
~ and ~ are not coincident, t~e dianeter of 1 is adjacent to the 
diameter of 5, and the dianetcr of ~ is· adjacent to the diameter 
of 6. In this eGse there are thr(;e choices of 8' interferine; ,,,i th 
all remainin~ splices. The faIn' examples '.Ii th no admissible' splice 
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are ~,5, 6 DnJ 7 of Fie. 7.7. 
',re h~ve now ~!rovcd the theorem for all but the seven 5-poly-
topes of Fie. 7.7. 'l'he third and final sic;; is to sho\-I that °e:,ch 
of these seven satisfies the theoro::m. Ilone of the~ooe exam;;les con-
-~Je 0 'tli11 .choo~c pseudoface ts for c<:)ch c:-::aElple nnd show tha t 
the intersection of cny l~ pseudofaccts is n (5-k)-cell, and hence 
by theorem 3.2, the 5-3CC C Jefined by these pseudofacets is iso-
morphic to T5. Any homeomorphis::l t: c ~T5 taking pseudoface ts 
c: 
onto facets of T~ will be the desired refinement map. 
I· 
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1 . 
L '.i.'he re:fin·:::mcnt induced in '/(;. 
b 2 5 
3 78 
ii. '.l'he refincuent induced in ? '':he ~c;hlc:_'Gl diGCr<:1ffi is based 
on 78. 
11. 
x,------------____ ~ 7 
ill· '.l'he relinencnt ir.uuced in ~. '[':'6 Sc:hlE:,..·cl diacram is bused 
on 78. 
/2. 
x,--------__ ~--__ ~ 
/. 
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on 3/. 
x. 
T28 7 56 
... ----@l:®~--. 2. 
:I.. The refincj.1cnt induced in 0. '_:.':-:C !:!c:l1c:.:.7C l di.:_:srnn is based 
on 68. 
3if 
• 
8 
@ 
117 
• 1. 
{, 
37 
-
7 
vi. '£he only intGrscction 0:':' p~;,;ucl()i'nccts \-:e ;Hlve not yet chec1:ed 
is (1v4)n(2u5). All other intersections of more than one pseudo-
facet lie in onc of the facets J,0,7,8, which we have already 
E.. CO::lpute 12. 
:i7' 
• 
c. Compute 24. 
I g 
• 
/. d. compute Ir5. 
7 
Q 
Tr7~ 
• 
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r;:--------..,. X, 
ISS 
IS 
--5 6 
• 
2.4-7 
4-5 
-
These 4 3-faces share an edge 1245, drawn boldly. Since 
121'115 = 125, 151'1L1-5 = 145, 45024 = 245, 24n12 = 124, tho edge 1245 
is in the relative interior of (1v4)1'I(2u5). Hence (1u4)n(2u5) is 
a 3-cell as required. 
/' 
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2. \2 Fscudofnccts: 1U4, 2u5, 3, 6, ?, 8. 
6. 
i. The refinement induced in F = 73. 
2. 5 
3 ~ 
XI 
·ii. The refinement induced in 7. The Schlegel diagram is ~ased 
on '78. 
12 
Xl 
iii. The refinement induced in 8 is isoflorphic to 1.iii. 
iv. The refinenent induced in 3 is isol:lorphic to 1.iv. 
v. The refinen€nt induced in :5 is isom(\rphic to 1.v. 
vi. To prove that (1 U 4) rt (2 u 5) is a 3-c,e11, compute 
12 U 15 V 2'+ U l~5 • 
~ 
/. 
a. COr.lpute 12. 
• 
b'. Compute 15. 
• 
c. Compute 24. 
Te 
• 
5 
9 
7 
@ 
d. Compute 45. 
1"2. 78 
• 
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• 
125 
12. 
XI 
• 
157 J 1..5 158 
15 
56 
• 'J. If 7 
2'+ 
The 4 3-faces fit neatly around the edge 1245 tb form a 3-cell. 
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-; J. Pscuuoi'accts: 1UlJ., 2u5, 3, 0, 7, D. 
i •. The refinencnt induced in ~ 78. 
b s 
3 
~I ----------------~ 
ii. The refine::1Cnt induced in 7 is iGouorphic to 2.ii. 
iii. The rerineDc~t induced i~ S. The SchleCel diagram is based 
on 78. 
T .1. 
~, ~~----------~~ 
iv. The refinc~ent induced in 3. The Schlecel diaGram is based 
on 37. 
ti. :x, 
2. 8 
37 
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v. The refinoment induced in G. The SchleGel di~GrDm is based 
on 67. 
'.3 if 
• • 8 
~ ..... ____ ...;:wI 
vi. To 5hO\'1 that (1 U ll-) f" (2 u 5) is a 3-cell, compute 
12 LI 15 v 24 v 45 ., 
a. Compute 12. b. Compute 45. 
T:i76 
• 
11. 
c. Compute 15. 
17'8 
... --~G;li---_' 156 157 1~5 
IS 
d. Compute 24. 
Ie , 
The four 3-faces fit nicely around the edCe 1245 to form a 3-cell. 
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" Pscudof:1cct::;: 2 v.5, 3 v4, 1, G, 7, 8. 
7 
8 
i. The refiner.lent induced in F = 78. 
ii. The refincr.lcnt induced in 7. The Schle~el diagram is based 
on 78. 
TI 
/. 
iii. The refinement induced in 8. The Schlegel diagram is based 
on 78. 
TI 
iv. The r~fine~ent induced in 1. The ~chleGel diacram 1s based 
on 18. 
X, 
18 
v. The refinement induced in 8. The Schlegel diagram is based 
on 18. 
TI 
,x, ~_'--
3 
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vi. To prove that (2 v 5) n (J v 1:-) is n 3-ccll, compute 
23 II 2'+ V 35 u 45. 
a. Compute 23 • 
. 4578 
b. Compute 24. 
67 
, 
. c. Compute 35. 
• 
8 
9 
TI rrre 
... ---(J)Hr---....... 
d. Compute 45. 
Ts 
• 
S57 $58 
The four 3-cells fit nicely around the edce 2345 to form a 3-cell. 
/. 
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5. Pscudofncct::;: 2J.,15. 3u l l-. 1. 6.7, G. 
7 
i. The refinement induced in F = 78. 
:x, 
ii. The refinement induced in 7. The SchleGel diaeram is based 
on 78. 
iii. The refinement induced in 8 is iso~orphic to 4.iil. 
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iv. The refinc:lcn-:: i~duccd in 1. 'l'!lC SchleGel diaGr~rn is based 
on 16. The tetrahedral f~cet Gisjoint from 1G is 13. 
7 
v. The refinement induced in 6. The Schlegel diagram is based 
on 16. The tetrahedral facet disjoint from 16 is 36. 
.1 
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. T r'no',' t'l"'" C',}.· V r:;) n (7, u',-;' 1'"..,"7 ~"'ll co""'y)ute V 1 • 0.:. IV r ... I, . ~ _ -" ~. " ;; - c; ": , '''" 
. 23 V 2Lj- U 35 v 4-5. 
:.1. Co~pute 23. b. Compute 2LI-. 
LfS 78 
• 
~----__ .::io 
gj 
c. Compute 35. 
I-
d. Compute 45. 
These four 3-faccs:, fi t nicel~' around the edc:;e 23LI-5 to yield a 3-cell. 
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6. 
i. The rcfinc~ent induced in ? = 78. 
ii. The refinenent induced in 7. The SchleGel diagroo is based 
on 78. 
/. 
iii. The refine~cnt induced in 8 is isomor~hic to 4.i1i. 
Iv. The refinement i!lduced in 1 is iso!.10rphic to 5.iv. 
v. The refinement induced in 6. The Schle~el diagram is based 
on 16. 7 
S8 
• 
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vi. To shovl til:1t (2 u 5) n (3 VII·) is 0 3-c(;11 , compute 
a. Compute 23 •. 
4578 
• 
b. Compu teo 24. 
67 S "3 ~ 2.48 
• ® • 
2::i 
::(2-
c. Compute 35. 
X, 
TI 
• 
Lf7B 
• 
3lfS 357 3S8 
d. Compute 45. 
8 
. The four 3-faces fit nicely ar::,ullCl the ede;e 2345 to form a 3.-cell. 
/. 
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Pscudof::1cct:J: 2u5, 3u l \-, 1, 6,7.8. 
7 t---:7Ji';;::----i 3" . 
8 
i. The refinement induced in F = 78. 
ii. The refinement induced in 7. The Schlegel diagram is based 
on 78. 
'XI 
t----~---13 
iii. The refinement induced in 0 is isomorphic to 4,iii. 
iv. The refine~ent induced in 1 is isonor)hic to 4.iv. 
v. The refinement induced in 6. The Schlesel diagram is based 
on 16. The t(;tra:~eC:r<:ll facet not meetinG 16 in a 2-face is 36. 
7 t---~---i3 
7 
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a. Compute 23. 
~8 4S7 2.34 2.35 2. 37 
• ~ • 
~3 
-
b. Compute 24. 
3,a- $ S 7 2.34- ').4b 2.45 • • 
Q'I 
c. Compute 3[-J' 
-~ 
-=; t-----.-;~---I 
d. Compute 45. 
T2" 
• 
The four 3 .. faccs fit r.icely arou:1d. t.~le edse 231'-5 to form a 3-cell. 
Since all the exceptional c~ses possess the desired refine-
ment, the theorGn is now proved. 
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4. A countereY~D~lc 
For d:f 3, every polytope :) except the sir.\plex may be con-
structed by splittinc 0 facet .Fo Of a polytope Q with one less 
f3cet •. The b!o 1'::1CO ts of P produced b;/ Gpli ttine F 0 may be spl iced 
to obtain a gcc isomorphic to ~. 
For d ~ l~, there are d-polytopes ether than the simplex which 
cannot be constructed by facet s,litting. Following Barnette 
(1975), ';le remark tha t no 2-ne ir;hbourly d-polytope, d ~ 4, vii th 
d+2 or more vertices can be constructed iri this way. If such a 
construction were possible, P would contain a pair of facets F1 
and F2 meeting in a (d-2)-face F, and since P is 2-neighbourly, 
an edge E joins a vertex of i\' F vii th a vertex of F 2 \ F. 
But then splicinG F1 and F2 yields a d-gcc in which the edge E 
meets a facet F1 \.I F2 in h/o poir.ts: a contradiction. 
In the same paper, Barnette constructs a simple l~gec with 
10 facets which cannot be constructed by facet splitting. This 
/. gce is not polytopal, hOi'lever, and ''Ie may ask whether or not all 
simple polytopes may be constructed by facet splitting. 
In this section we describe simple polytopes which cannot 
be so constructed. 
Theorem 7.3: There exist sim!,le d-polJto~-es Pd with d+8 facets 
I 
\"lhich cannot be constructed by f8cet splitting, i.f c:i ~ 'I. 
Proof: '.!e first describe P4• '1'ho ::·oly to~:e P 4 "lill have the pro-
perty that for ever~r pair F1 , F2 of facets vlhic11 meet, there will 
be a facet F3 slich t:ta t F3 n F1 -I 0, F3 nF2 f. ¢ and 
spliced, for so n (F u F ) 312 is not connected and is therefore not 
a cell as required by leI;1ma 7.1. 
The dual P;;' "rill be a sin::licial :)olytope iii th the property 
• 
tInt for every -:,:.ir· of vertices ~~1 <'111<.1 x~: joined by an edGe there 
vertex x~ such th::1t 
) 
[ V v J 
"'1' ,. ~ ) are edges 
is on ed:e in a nissinG 2-fnce. (In scneral a missinG k-face 
of a polyto~;e P isasir.lplex K SUCi1 that relint ES; relint P and 
re 1 bel K'~ re 1 bet P • ) 
To construct Ft, we use the beneath-beyond construction to 
r 
add three new vertices a, band c to the cyclic polytope C(9,4) 
wi th vertices 1 , 0,0 • ,9 Each vertex i lies beyond exactly the 
collection of facct-s e. of C(~,4), i = a,b,c. The sets e , 
a J. 
tb and tc are pair\';ise disjoint so that the three nevI vertices 
may be added independently of each other. 
Each set e. consists of a facet G. tOGether with the four 
1 J. 
facets meetinG G. in a 2-face. 
l. 
Ue nO\"I ShO';1 that if P is a Ll-l?ol~·tope vii th facets F , ••• , F 
o n 
and e consists of a facet F 'and its four i~~ediate neiehbours 
o 
F1 ,F2,F3,F4, there exist's a pol~·tore P' projectively equivalent 
to P and a point x beyond precisely the facets of e', the set 
of facets of P' corresponding to t. 
Let 
Hi = aff Fi , i = 0,1,2,3,4, 
and let H7 be the closed halfspace bounded by n. and containing P. 
J. 1 , 
Let y = H1 (1 II2" II3 () H4 and su,pose that y c::ists and is beyond 
F t ap~lying if neces~ary a non-sinGular projective transformation 
o 
to P. A hyperplane H oeparatin: y and Fa ond not containing y 
is easily seen to ~Gtisfy HAP = HflF • 
o 
Hence H is not of the 
form aff Fj for some facet F. of P. J A hyperplane H containinG 
y meets Fo in the set 
F. ('\ ••• tiF., fi1, ••• ,il)~{1t ••• tn], 
11 lk . 
). 
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if and only H :r r.lcets the c',)ne 
in the face 
H. r'I ••• r'lIf .• 
11 1k 
Hence H Deets P in the face 
P ('I eH. () ••• () H. ), 
. 11 lk 
,·[hich is either one of, Fi , ..• , F'II- or a face of dimension less 
than 3, and aGain II is not of the form aff F. 
J 
for some facet 
other that F1 , ••• ,F4 • Therefore y is beneath every facet of P 
Let Z E relint F and x a poir..t such that 
o 
y£ relint [x,zJ 
sufficiently close to y that x is also beneath every facet of P 
except F , ••• ,F,. 
o ~ 
Tbvs, startinG '~lith C(9,1+), t!Le three points a, band c 
may be added one at a time, upplyinS a projective equivalence if 
necessary at each stasE, to yield P~. 
The faces of C(9,4) eliminated by adding the point i are the 
facets of ~. and the four 2-faccG of G .• Hence all the ed~es of 
1 1 
C(9,4) are also e(~es of P~. 
Ue nO~'1 sho'.'! ±:13t for iE{a,0,c), eac!1 e~lL'e containing i 
lies in a missin: 2-f3ce. Suppose vert G. = [p,q,r,s). 
1 
Each 
of the four facets of e. 
1 
other·t:'an G. contains e:~actly one 
1 
vertex not in G .• Label theoe vertices pi, q',r',s' so that 
1 
j and j' are not jJincd by an edge in c. = set e., j = p,q,r,s. 
1 1 
(Se e Fi g. 7. 8 • ) 
Since C(J,4) J.S n€ib~bourly ~nd eoch vertex in C. is a vertex 
J. 
of C(9,4), each ~8ir of elements of [p,q,r,s,p',q',r',s'} deter-
mines an ecl.::;e. ilcnce i, p and p' i:~re Lrce vertices of a tri-
angular circui t, b:lt since [:!, p 'J is not an c(('e of C., 
.... 1 
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.f' 
1'1 
Fie. 7.8 
conv fi,p,p'} is not 0' 2-f.C)cc. lIenee CDnv {i,p,p'} is a mis-
sins 2-face. ('" .", '1 "1" fl'·' 'J ....1 ..• 1 ()... ;;, , .:, q , fi,r,r'], (i,s,s'l determine 
missins 2-f3ces. :1cncc eVCl'J cd:.'e 'contnini!1: i lies in a missing 
2-face. 
Some of t~e ed:cs of C(g,4) do not lie in missing 2-fac~s. 
Vw now show h0w to choose the ~. '5 so as to involve these ed~es 
3. 
in missing 2-facGs. 
It is clear fran FiS. 7.3 that 2ny pair of vertices from 
[p,q,r,s} or frou f D' q' r' 5'] -, , , lie in a nissing 2-face. For 
instance, [p,q,rJ, {p',q',i}' dct:r::J.ine missinG 2-faces. 
In a neig~bourly L~polytoJe with n vertices, any three ver-
tices x1 ,x2 ,x3 detGr~ine a triancular circuit, and hence the 
edees lyinS in no nissinc 2-facc lie in n-2 2-faces, or. equiva-
lently, n-2 facets. Table 7.1 is a combinatorial description 
of C(9,4), fo11o~inG Altshuler and Stein~€rG (1973), who label 
C(g,4) as ~r9 
" 1 • The vertices of lie on the moment curve in 
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Facets of n~ 
, 
. \ 
1'\. 23'1-5 J • 3lt78 s. 1679 
B. 2356 K. 1/1-58 T. 2679 
c. 2367 L. lj·578 u. 1569 
D. 3l l-67 H. 1568 v. 2569 
E. 3l l-56 II. 1678 1:1. 1/+-59 
F. 4567 o. 5678 x. 2459 
G. 1238 P. 1789 Y. 1349 
H. 2378 Q.. 2789 z. 2349 
I. 1348 R. 1289 $. 1239 
Facets of the dual (N9). 1 
1. G I K H H pas u ~ Y $ 
/. 2. .A B C G H Q R T' V X Z $ 
3. ABCDEGHIJYZ~ 
4. A D E F I J K L W X Y Z 
5. ABE FKLHOUV~1X 
6. BCD E F MHO STU v 
7. C D F II J L N 0 P Q S T 
8. G H I J K L H N 0 P~R 
9. P Q. R STU V 1;1 X Y Z $ 
Table 7.1 
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1 2 3 4- t; 6 7 8 9 .... 
1 
'" 3 '+ 'I- 1+ 4 3 7 7 
') 3 '. 7 3 lI- It ll- 4 7 '-
3 'I- 7 .. 7 3 4 4 4 3 
II- ll- 3' 7 '" 7 3 4 4 4 
5 4 4 3 7 • 7 3 4 4 
,. 
'I- 4 'I_ 3. 7 '" 7 3 4 0 
7 3 4. 4 ll- 3 7 '" 7 4 
8 '7 4 'I- 4 11- 3 7 • 3 
9 7 7 3 4 4 4 4 3 • (. = 12) 
The edGe-valence natrix of N~ 
The 7-valent eu[cs are 19, 92, 23, 34, '+5, 56, 67, 78, 81. 
G. The four p q r s pi q'rl 5' 7-valent edGes 
~ 
neighbours of N~ in missinG 
--
I 
of G. 2-faces of P4 
1 
C
a 
C 2367 B 2356 236 7 498 5 23, 6'1. 45 
D 3467 
H 2378 
T 2679 
eb I 1348 G 1238 1 348 7 5 2 9 81, 34, 92 J 3478 
K 1458 
Y 1349 
tc U 1569 H 1568 1 569 2 7 'I- 8 19. 56, 78 S 1679 
V 2569 
'.1 11:-59 
Table 7.1 
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Ch;)osin:~ 
yield~ p" l~ 
Suppose 
r- fe, 3, = ~ D, Il, ',,] 1. , 
't = [I, G, J, !~ , vJ b ... , 
tc = (TJ , li, r 0, v, '.J) 
in i:hi.ch cv(:r~T c -j. S liGC:. in a nis::;in[; 2-face. 
d ~ 5 nr:.d t::ot \'lC hnve nlre2d~' constructed P, 1. 
0.-
Let 
F be a f<.lcet of P d-1 and let P d. 00 the ':.'edee '."li th foot Faver P d-1' 
Clearly P d is a ::;i;-~i)le d.-polJ·tope ',:i t11 d+8 fccets. 
Let Po' P1 be t~c up~e~ D~~ lover ba~es of Pd and assume 
F 1 and F 2 ·arc a p2tI' of face ts ,hich I!1a~' oe 5:)1 iced. There are 
four cnses to consid.er. 
Firstly, if neither F1 nor F2 is a base of Pd , splicing F1 
and '2 induces a srlieinG i1 Po and. P1' Since Po and P1 are com-
binatorially equivalent to Pd-1' al'.d P J.-1 admits no splicinG, this 
is a contradiction. 
Secondly, if sinee there is a vertex in 
Pd- 1 not in F, ~edginC yields an €J~e of Pd meeting Po and P1 
but not F. Hence F1 and F2 may not be spliced. 
Hence one of F1 , F2 is a base, S8:'" F1 = P1 , and the other 
is not. 
Thirdly, if F1 = P1 nnd F2 {) F = i, the fncet F2 is a prism 
\'lith a base in CDC:l O'~ P and P1 • licnee 0 
P
o
(\(F1 VF2 ) 
= p 0 f'I (p 1 V F 2) 
= (p n P 1) V (P () F ,,) 00':: 
= F V (P (\ F, ) 
o 2' 
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Pol~'to i)c r:-. tb tc '-~ c, 
U9 C n D II T, I G J K Y, U 1; S V T., or 1 1) " 
J D TO I L, 11 (~ Q S V, ., v U X Y 11 
" 
',I h or 
II C G J Q., or r L H :;, V ::3 T U X L 
n9 tT C G J Y, .r r L 1: V, S B P T U 
" 
I. 3 
9 A 13 C G V, T" J L 11 Y (. D P T U U10 h t .::l 
n9 20 F C E I R, L J K 0 T, Il B P X Y 
'118 b 1 e 7.2 
a disconnected set ond therefore not D cell, implying that F1 
and F2 may n~t be srI iced. 
and 
Fourthl~', if :~1 = p 1 and F2 n F i 0, tnen in Po' F1 (\ Po 
FliP 2 0 are (d-2)-fnccs ~ectins on the (d-3)-face 
Hence splicinc F1 and F2 induces a splicinG of two facEts of Po' 
'which is impossible. 
\'le conclude t:1D t no p:lir ~f facets of P d may be spliced and 
so Pd cannot be constructed by f~cet splittinc. 
This concludes the proof. 
Using Altschuler and Steinbers's (1973) list of neiGhbourly 
It-polytopes \'Ii th 9 vertices, thE tec:n,iqUE of the Froof above yields 
Barnette's counterexample W3S constructed by ed4inc a vertex 
schuler and Stein~cr~ (1374). 
Al tsc:luler (1S'7G) describe:::: a nCiCh';)ourly trianE;ulation of 
missinG 2-f~ce. '=.'i~h trian;:,;',!l::: ti,:m i:::: not !:nouu to be poly topal t 
Ith r.' 'L -"'i~ '1"~ a . 0 IJ ,_~!1 1.., S...:. 1,.0 _...... -''; [;11 the 1::0','[11 conditions. 
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nci ther it n·:)!' i ~:;: .1-:J i:::1Y :;:; C:i:::::r~,c':C:;~ .J:' f:,cet s~ li ttinC. 
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